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PART I. 

INTRODUCT ION. 

The advioe of experts in any field is always aooeptable to those 

interested in that field. Therefore it was felt that the oomments, the 

oritical judgments of an outstanding poet, such as Lord Tennyson, would be 

of oonsiderable value if they oould be collected and arranged so as to be 

easy of ao oes s. 

The coUeotion and synthesis of' the numerous dicta scattered through 

the "Memoirs" and "Tennyson and His Friends", both edited by his son, was 

the task set for the writer of this thesis. To this was added the task of 

attempting to draw, f'ran the oollected dicta as well as from various poems 

dealing with the sub.1ect of' Poetry, the Critical Theory held by Tennyson. 

When the investigation was begun, it was felt that little of' value 

would be found; for it was known that Tennyson had written nothing of 

1mportanoe in prose and little which oOlld be oonsidered as criticism, 

in verse. The prejudice of those who look with dismay and disapp'roval at 

all things Viotorian and especially at the idealism of Tennyson's poetry 

Deed not be overo cae however, for a thorough stu dy of Tenn,ys on's poetry had 

revealed a depth and beauty whioh could only be attributed to the depth of 

oharacter and beauty of life which make Tennyson a fit subjeot f'or admira

tion and study. 

• 

All students of' literature are interested in the opinion of an 

outstanding poet regarding the poetry of' another and feel that, other things 

being equal, the true poet's opinion is to be esteemed of' greater value 

than that of' a critic who does not f'ollow the Muse. This thesis should 

prove interesting, there,fore, masmlloh &s it presents a oomplete synthesis 

of Tennyson's oritioal dicta. Whether the author's deductions are correct 



and whether his critioisms aorrespond with the opinions of other critics 

aannot be disoussed at length in this thesis. 

3. 

Alfred, Lord Tenayson is oonsidered a great poet; but few writers, even 

those who profess to be soholars of the Viatorian period, mention him as a 

oritio of literature. A reference here, a few quotatio:ns there, a oomment 

in another plaoe, and we find that the matter is dismissed as of little 

importance. It is the purpose of this thesis to supply, in a small way, this 

'apparent laok of attention to the oritic and to add to the body of critical 

literature what may perhaps be regarded as a modest contribution toward the 

study of literary critioism by gathering and arranging Tennyson's dicta 

into a workable synthesis. It is not the purpose of this study to utter the 

final word or even to disouss in detail the results of the investigation. 

That would be impossible within the limits of the present study. 

After some researoh, it was found that the field presented problems 

far greater than could be treated in a Master's Thesis. This thesis must, 

therefore, be l:imited. Tennyson's philosophy, even his philosophy of 

critio ism as such, oannot be oons idered. The antecedents of Tennyson's 

critical theory cannot be oonsidered or can be considered in oursory fashion: 

only, for there, too, the field is too large. A carrparison or comparative 

study of Tennys~'s critioism with the oritioism of literary experts, prior, 

oontemporaneous or subsequent, so as to asoertain his proper position in. 

the field of oritioism, is another sub,ject that must be passee over. 

The soo~!thiS thesis is limited to Tennyson's words recorded by himsel~ 

his son, or one of his many friends. Other op,inions are derived from various 

poems whose words olarify many of the comments of friends and vice versa. 

The summary at the end of the thesis will attempt to give, as concisely as 

possible, what the author (tonsiders to be Tennyson's critical theory. 



4. 

The prejudioe whioh would exclude Tennyson fram consideration as one of 

the great poets of English literature may, by the transference of ideas, 

- immediately exo lude h5.m from consideration as a literary crith!. The idea 

. that "Tennyson was a superfioial writer, egotistical, lacking a definite 

system of thought, a pla~iarist,"' although applied to him as a p~et, may also 

be applied to h5.m as a oritic. This opinion, held by a few, can be dispelled 

and refuted by a careful study of Tennyson's works and the oomments of· 

Tennyson's friends and associates. The opinions of such men as Aubrey DeVere, 

W. E. Gladstone, F. T. Palgrave, Vi. E. H. Lecky, Benjamin Jowett, Frederick 

Locker-Lampson, Lord Sel.orne, John Tyndall, Edward Fitzgerald, Frederick 

. N. H. Myers, the Duke of Argyll, Arthur Sidgwick, Morton Luee, Raymond Alden 

and others of note are definitively contrary and must be accepted by students 

of literature. 

F. T. Palgrave writes: 

Of all critics known to me, Tennyson most 
surely and fairly would point out for praise the successful 
touches in minor poetry. (1) 

Mr. Gladstone aocepted Tennyson's 

criticism as spoken by 

an authority which I take t~be conclusive, for 
he was ong who would be at onoecandid and a strict and even 
fastidious judge. (2) 

Mr. Lecky f rund Tennyson to be 

the best crit ic of verse I have ever 
known. His ear for all the delicaoies of rhythm has, I suppose 
very seldam been equalled. (3) 

Not a man of the world (writes Benjamin Jowett) but a man who 
had the greatest ins ight into the worl-d and often in a word or 
sentenoe would flash a light. (4) 

Arthur Sidgwiok believed that although 

Matthew Arnold was a fine critic 
and a poet of high distinction ••••• I have always felt, if we 
compare his somewhat severe attitude towards the earlier sohool 



with that of TeJ~yson, that it was the latter who showed the 
truer insight, the wider sympathy, the juster appreciatio~. (5) 

other writers have made sDnilar eamments and the reader, if he considers 

5. 

Tennyson's criticism without too great bias, will subscribe to the opinions 

quoted above. 

Many may try to place Tennyson in a definite school of thought; others 

will try to trace Tennyson's critical ancestry and the influences whioh 

helped to form his thought. Tennyson, however, followed no definite school 

of thought in his critical estimates. He was acquainted with Horace, Dryden, 

Pope, Wordsworth, Coleridge, and others, it is true, but his critical 

standards were the result of a real knowledge and appreciation' of the 

literature of all ages, not only of English literature but of the literature 

of continental countries as well as of that of ancient Greece and Rame. 

A study of Terun;yson IS life as related in the authoritative "Memoir l1 edited 

by his son and of the critici~ as recorded in this thesis will, it is 

hoped, confirm the opinion here stated. 

The aim of this thesis is, therefore, first to give a complete synthesil 

of Tennyson IS critical dicta, even that lifhich has no direot bearing on 

poetryJ second to construct, as well as possible, Tennys(]lls Critical Theory. 

With regard to the former, the author is confident that he has sucoeeded in 

achieving the completeness aimed at. As to the latt,er, 'he feels that he can 

but soratch the surface of a literary prOblem, as yet untouched, but worthy 

of further study and research. 
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PART II. 

A. TENNYSON'S CRITICAL OP~ION OF PARTICULAR POETS. 

CHAPTER: I. 

Greek Classieal authors: Hamer; Pindar. 

Hamer. 
Only a ~ew quotations are recorded, although they will show in part 

what Tennys o:r! thought of Homer. 

1£. was sitting with an Iliad on his knee and the talk 
naturally turned on HQner. lIyou know, It he said to Mr. Walter 
Leaf, "I never liked th.at theory of yours about the many 
poets." Leaf spoke about his "splendid translation" of the 
simile at the end of II. viii., three lines of which reour 
in II. xvi., and asked him if he did not think they were far 
more appropriate in the latter book, and had the appearance 
of being borrowed in viii. "Yes, It he said, III have always 
felt that, I must say": and he then enlarged for some t:iJne 
on the greatness of Hamer, quoting many lines ~rom botn the 
Iliad and Odyssey. (1) 

Mr. Falgrave records in his notes that 

Pindar. 

we took Homer, however, so 
mueh for granted, that I do not recall many discussions in 
honor of Iliad and Odyssey. It would have seemed like 
praising 'Monte Rosa.' (2) 

On Pindar he once said, "He is a kind of Australian poet, 
has long tracts of gravel, with irr.mensely large nuggets 
imbedded." This was in reference to the obscurity and 
inequality in the Odes; a hasty judgment, perhaps, on 
that colossal genius, if his work be closely studied as a 
whole. (3) 

When Palgrave suggested the translation of Pindar, Tennyson smiled 

and said that" in hlia mind the benefit of translation rested 
with the translator.1t These were memorable words; but I 
(Palgrave) fancy that ancient poets were at the moment before 
him. (4) 

A note by Edward Fitzgerald: 

I wm not sure if you were not startled 
at hearing that Eutropius was the greatest lyric poet except 
Pindar. You hadn't known he was a poet at atl. (5) 



Greek Drama. 
My father (writes Hallam) told us that he thought the 

Agamemnon, the Prometheus and the Oedipus Ooloneus the 
finest of the Greek plays, adding, IIFitz/Serald's version 
of the Agamemnon is most remarkablel" (6) 

8. 
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Virgil. 

Latin c1assiea1 authors:: Virgil;; Horace; Catu1lLus. 

Of Latin writers he read Virgil. Lueretiu8, Catullus and 
Boraee. He was fond of pointing out the musie of Virgil's 
lines, quoting 

ItDixit, et avertens rosea cervi<le refulsit, 
Ambrosiaeque comae divinum vertioe odorem 
Spiravere. pedes vestis defluxit ad imos, 
Et vera ineessu patuit dea. Illa ubi matrem. 
Agnovit, tali fugientem est voce secutus,-

as giving a good specimen of his ear for pauses. In the 
poem written for the nineteenth oentury of Virgil's death, 
he praises his phrasing and his diction. 

and 

"All the chosen coin of fancy flashing out from many 
a golden phrase;" 

"All the oharm of all the Muses often flowering in a 
lonely word. tt 

But what seems most to have dwelt in his mind was the pathos 
of the poet: 

"Thou majestio in thy sadness at the doub~ful doom of 
human kind. It ( 1 ) 

Hallam Tennysor.J) has gathered together from many sources more of his 

10 

father's comments on Virgil. To Mr. Warren. President of Magdalen. Oxford, 

my father spoke of Virgil saying, Milton had evidently studied 
Virgil's verse. Warren mentioned the "lonely word" in the 
Ode to Virgil. ItYes,.1t my father said. and quoted "Cunotantem 
ramum" in Book VI. as an instance. (2) 

People accused Virgil of plagiarizing, but if a man made 
it his own there is no harm to that. Look at the great poets, 
Shakespeare included. (3) 

Virgil's finest hexameters, he thought. ooeurred in the 
Georgios, and in that noble sixth book of tbe Aeneid: for 
instanoe for descriptive beauty and fine sound he would 
quote: 

and 

and 

"Fluctus et, in medio coepit quum albescere ponto, 
Longius ... altoque stnum trahit; utque volutus 
Ad terras, tmroane sonat per saxa. neque ipso 
Monte minor prooumbit: at ima exaestuat unda 
Vorticibus. nigramque alte subjectat arenam;1t 

"Romanos rerum dominos gentem.que togatam;" 

"Dem.ens qui nimbos et non imitabile fulmen 
Aere et cornipedum pulsu s:imularat equorum." (4) 



F. T. Palgrave oontributes his reminisoenoes to this oritioism of 

Virgil: 

More than once did Tennyson impress upon me that Kilton, our 
"mighty~outhed inventor of harmonies", must have fr~ed his 
metre upon that "ooean-roll of rhythm" whioh underlies the 
hex~eters of Virgil: quoting as a perfeot example the feur 
lines. "Continuo ventis surgentibus ••••• II (Geor. I. 356). 
in which the rising of a storm is painted. (5) 

After quot ing two passages from Milton, Tennyson added: 

Horace. 

This is very 
like Virgil in its movement. If Virgil is to be translated 
it ought to be in this elaborate kind of blank verse. (6) 

Twioe in the first two lines of the first Aeneid, and elsewhere 
perpetually, quantity is contradioted by aocent. (7) 

He was deeply moved by the Roman dignity which Horace has 
imparted to the Sapphio in the "Non enm: gazae •••• " . 
(Book II, 16): although in general Tennyson did not admire 
the Horatian treatment of that metre, whioh he would 
audaoiously define, alluding to the "Adonic" fourth line, 
as· "like a pig with its tail tightly curled." (8) 

Catullus. 
One time Tennyson said to Thakeray: til love Catullus for 

his perfection in form and for his tenderness, he is the 
tenderest of the Roman poets" and quoted lines from Q.uintilia's 
death ending with 

"Quo desiderio veteres renovamus amores 
Atque olDnamissas flemus ~icitias.tt (9) 

Catullus says that a poet's lines may be impure provided 
his life is pure. I don't agree with him: his verses fly 
much further than he does. There is hardly any crime greater 
than for a man with genius to propogate vice by his written 
words. I have always admired him: "Aome et Septimus" is 
lovely. Then he has very pretty metres. "Collis 0 Heliconii" 
is a beautiful metre. I wrote a great part of my "Jubilee 
Odell 1m it. (10) 



12. 
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Chauoer. 

CHAPTER III. 

Middle English authors: Chaucer. 

Chauoer was to him a kindred spirit. as a lover of nature 
and as a word-painter of character; and he enjoyed reading 
him aloud more than any poet except Shakespeare and Milton. (1) 

Petraroh's own contemporary English admirer ...... supplied 
Tennyson with another favorite passage; that in the~ight's 
Tale" where Aroite. dying. oommends his soul as a legacy to 
his love. Emilie: 

"Alas the wol alas the peines strong •••• 

* * * * * * What is this world? what axen men to have? 
Now with his love. now in his colde grave. 
Alone withouten any oompagnie." 

It is a doubly pathetic echo that the tone. amorously lingering 
which this dear friend always rendered Chaucer's last line. now 
returns to me. (2) 



(1) MEMOIR, Vol. 2. p. 284. 

(2) 01'. cit., Vol. 2. p. 502. 
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CHAPrER IV. 

Sixteenth and seventeenth century authors: 
Shakespeare; Milton; Dryden; others. 

Shakespeare. 
Tennyson's critioal oomments on the works of Vfilliam Shakespeare are 

grouped with regard to the sonnets and the plays. The former will take 

precedence here, after which the more important and more lengthy comments 

on the plays will be treated. 

• 

Edward Fitzgerald remembered Tennyson having quoted Hallwa, the 

historian, as pronouncing Shakespeare "the greatest man." Fitzgerald though 

such diota rather peremptory but Tennyson replied: 

Well, the man one would wish perhaps to show as a sample 
of mankind to those in another planet. (1) 

Tennysom held Shakespeare's sonnets in very high esteen. 

Sometimes I think Shakespeare's sonnets finer than his plays 
which is, of course, absurd. For it is the knowledge of the 
plays that makes the sonnets so f :ine. (2) 

Perhaps in his weaker moments, writes his son, he used to 
think Shakespeare greater in his sonnets than in his plays. 
But soon he returned to the thought which is indeed the 
thought of all the world. He would have seemed to me to be 
reverting for a moment to the great sorrow of his own mind; 
and in that peculiar phase of mind he found the Sonnets a 
deeper expression of the never-to-be-fcrgotten love which he 
felt, more than any of the many moods of many minds which 
appear among Shakespeare's dramas. (3) 

Between Shakespeare's sonnets he hardly liked to decide, all 
were so powerful. (4) ~ 

He would translate Catullus' lines from Quintilia's death 
ending with 

Quo desiderio veteres renovamus amores 
Atque olim amissas flamus amicitias ---

with the four lines from one of Shakespeare's Sonnets, 
Then can I drown an eye, unused to flow 
For precious friends hid in death's dateless night 
And weep afresh Love's long since cancelled woe, 
And moan the expense of many a vanish'd sight. (5) 



Of Shakespeare's sonne~s he would say, 

Henry Hallwn made a great 
mistake about them: they are noble. Look how beautiful such 
lines as these are: 

and 

The summer flower is to the summer sweet, 
Though to itself it only live and die 

And peaoe procla~s olives of endless age. (6) 

16 

We have here oompleted the oomments of Tennyson on Shakespeare's sonnets 

and before c ont inn ing with the direot oomments on the plays we wish to 

. estahlish, :in a small way, the reliability of Tennyson's oriticisms and the 

authority with which they were aocepted in his own day by Shakespearean 

scholars. F. J. Furnivall, one of the younger oontemporaries of Tennyson 

and himself a Shakespearean soholar of that day says that Tennyson, in his 

undergraduate days, used to read the genuine parts of Perioles to his friends 

in oollege. 

He read them to me last December, 1873. He pioked them out by 
ear and his knowledge of Shakespeare's hand. Last April, 
Mr. Fleay sent me, as ge:nuine, the same parts, got at mainly by 
working metrioal tests. (7) 

Furnival1 adds that Tennyson also pointed out Fletcher's hand in Henry VIII 

. and that this idea, 

pooh-poohed by Hallam, was afterwards tested and 
made the subjeot of a published paper by Tennyson's friend, 
Spedding. (8) 

This critioal display on the part of our poet may have been in the mind of 

Fleay when, in 1876, he dedioated his Shakespeare manual 

To Alfred 
Tennyson, .Vho, had he not elected to be the greatest poet of 
his time, might easily have become the greatest oritio. (9) 

We now continue with Shakespeare's drama. First we quote T,,)nnyson's 

oomments on the verse and poetry in general. Later we list partioular 

passages on whose beauty Tennyson has oommented, and questionable passages 

whose authentioity he has discussed. 



Of Shakespeare's blank verse he said. 

almost any prose can be cut 
up into blank verse. but blank verse becomes the finest vehicle 
of thought in the language of Shakespeare and Milton. As far 
as I am aware. no one has noticed what great AEschylean lines 
there are in Shakespeare. particularly in King John. for 
instance. 

The burning crest 
Of the old. feeble. and day-wearied sun. 

or again. 
The sepulchre 

Hath oped his ponderous and marble jaws. (10) 

17. 

Tennyson would point out three instances of repartee in Shakespeare whic 1 

he thought outstanding for their simplicity. 

One is in King Lear when 
Lear says to Cordelia. "So young and so untender." and Cordelia 
lovingly answers. "So young. my lord. and true." And il!t the 
Winter's Tale when Florizel takes Perdita's hand to lead her 
to the danee and says. "So turtles pair that never mean to 
part. II and the little Perdita answers. giving her hand to 
Florizel. "I'll swear for 'am." And in Cymbeline. when Imogen 
in tender rebuke says to her husband. 

vVhy did you throw your wedded lady fran you? 
Think that you are upon a rock; and now 
Throw me againl 

and Posthumus does not ask forgiveness. but answers. kissing 
her. 

Hang there like fruit, m~ soul. 
Till the tree die. ~ll} 

After reading Pericles. Act V •• aloud. Tennyson said: 

That is 
gloriousShakespeare. most of the rest of the play is poor. 
and not by Shakespeare. but in that act the conception ot 
Marina's character is exquisite.(12) 

Other comments recorded in the srune place on other of Shakespeare's 

plays are 

I am oertairl that Henry VI. is in the main not Shakes~eare 'It. 
though here and there he may have put in a touch, as he undoubtedly 
did in the Two Noble Kinsmen. There is a great deal of fine 
Shakespeare in that. 

I have no doubt that much of Henry VIII. also is not Shakespeare. 
It is largely written by Fletcher. with passages unmistakeably 
by Shakespeare, notably the first two scenes in the first act. 
which are sane and c anpact in thought, expression and simile. 



I could swear to Shakespeare in the Field of the Cloth of Gold: 
Today the Fremh 

All clinquant, all tn gold like heathen gods, 
Shone down the English; and tomorrow they 
Made Britain India; every man that stood 
Sliowtd like a mine. 

Hamlet is the greatest creation in literature that I know of, 
though there may be elsewhere finer scenes and passages of 
poetry. Ugolino and Paolo and Francesca in Dante equal anything 
anywhere. It is said that Shakespeare was such a poor actor that 
he never got beyond his ghost in this play, but then the ghost is 
the most real ghost that ever was. The Queen did not think that 
Ophelia canmitted suicide, neither do I. 

Is there a more delightful love-poem than Romeo and Juliet? 
yet it is full of conceits. One of the most passionate things 
in Shakespeare is Rameo's speech: 

Amen, amenl but come what sorrow can, 
It cannot countervail the exchange of joy 
That one short minute gives me in her sight, etc. 

More passionate than anything in Shelley. N·o one has drawn the 
true passion of love like Shakespeare. (12) 

In 1892, Tennyson wrote: 

I have just had a letter from a man who 
wants my op1l'lion as to whether Shakespeare's p,lays were written 
by Bacon. I feel inclined to write back: Sir, don't be a fool. 
The way in which Baco1'1 speaks of Love would be enough to prove 
that he was not Shakespeare. ttl know not how, but martial men 
are given to Love. I think it is but as they are given to wine, 
for perils commonly ask to be paid in pleasures.1t How 0 ru.ld 
a man with such an idea of love write Romeo and Juliet? (13) 

For natural conversation between husband and wife he would quote the 

scene between Hotspur and Lady Perey (Xing Henry IV, Part I), and would 

exclaim:: 

How deliciously playful are these words: 
In faith, I'll break thy little finger, Harry, 
An if thou wilt not tell me all things true.- (14) 

Macbeth is not, as is too often represented, a noisy swash
buckler; he is a full-furnished, ambitious man. In the scene 
with Duncan, the excess of courtesy adds a touch to the 
tragedy. It is like C1ytamnestra's profusion to Agamemnon; who, 
by the way, always strikes me as uncommoJUY cold and haughty to 
his wife whom he has not seen for years. (15) 

King Lear cannot possibly be acted, it is too titanie. At 
the beginning of the play Lear, in his old age, has grown halt 

18. 



mad, cho1eric and despotic, and therefore cannot brook 
Cordelia's silence. This play shows a state of society 
where men's passions are savage and uncurbed. No play like 
this an~ere -- not even the Agamemnon -- is so terrifically 
human. (IS) 

Actors do not oomprehend that Shakespeare's greatest villains, 
Iago among them, have always a touoh of GIUrlscience. You see 

19. 

the consoienoe working -- therein lies one of Shakespeare'. 
pre-eminences. Iago ought to be as the "honest Iago," not the 
stage villain; he is the essentially jealous man, not Othello. (17) 

Parts of The Tivo Noble Kinsmen Tennyson c Q1sidered were by Shakespeare. 

For instanoe suoh lines as these bear his impress; 
That makes the stream seem flowers, 

and 
Who dost pluck 

With hand armipotent frem forth blue clouds 
The mason'd turrets: that both mak'.t and break'st 
The stony girths of cities. (18) 

The Tempest has been dreadfully damaged by scenes interoalated 
by some common stage-adapter ...... Some of the noblest things 
are in Troilus and Cressida. (19) 

There is a great deal of Shakespeare that Shakespeare never 
wrote, e.g. the speeohes of Antonio and Sebastian, "Behold 
you baggage,n etc. (20) 

Hallam Tennyson records that his father said to him on more than one 

oooasion: 

Some critics ob.ject to Shakespeare's Aristocratic view of 
his clowns, beoause he makes them talk suoh poor stuff, but 
they forget that his clowns occasionally speak as real truths 
as Hamlet, and that sanetimes they utter very profound sayings. 
That is the ~lory of Shakespeare, he can give you the incongruity 
of things. ~2]) 

In a letter to his wife, before their marriage, Tennyson wrote: 

Milton. 

I dare not tell how high I rate humour which isgenerally most 
fruitful in the highest and most solemn human spirits ••••• 
Shakespeare •••• and almost all the greatest have been pregnant 
with this glorious power. (22) 

0, mighty~outhed inventor of harmonies, 
0, skill'd to sing of Time or Eternity, 

God-gifted organ-voice of ,in gland, 
Milton, a name to resound for ages; 



Whose Titan angels, Gabriel, Abdie1, 
Starred fram Jehovah's gorgeous ar:mouries, 

Tower, as the deep-domed empyrean 
Rings to the roar of an angel onset, 

Me rather all that bowery loneliness, 
The brooks of Eden mazi1y mur:muring 

And bloom profuse and cedar arches 
Char.m, as a wanderer out in ocean, 

Where sane refulgent sunset of India 
Streams o'er a rich ambrosial ocean isle, 

And crimson-hued the stately palm-woods 
Whisper in odorous heights of even. (23) 

When Tennys on was asked to name the outstanding writers of Eng 1 ish 
prose he placed Milton there along with Bacon, Ruskin, DeQuincey, Jeremy 

_ Taylor, and Hooker, (24) and when he talked of 

the "grand style" of 
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poetic diction he would emphasize his opinion that he oonsidered 
that of Milton even finer than that of Virgil, lithe lord of 
language." I'tVerse,1t he said, "should be Beau comme 1a Prose.1t (25) 

Hallam Tennyson records that his 

father also read •••• Milton: 
saying that L¥o idas was a test of any reader' s poet ic 
instinct. (26) 

and Edward Fitzgerald writes that Tenuyson 

thought that Lye idas was a 
touohstone of all poetic taste. (27) 

In his Recollections of Tennyson, F. T. Palgrave notes that 

more than once did Tennys on impres s upon me that Mil ton, our 
Itmighty~outhed inventor of har.momies· must have framed his 
metre upon that "ocean-roll of rhytmml't whioh underlies the 
hexameters of Virgil: quoting as a perfect example, the four 
lines, "Continuo ventis surgentibus ••••• in whioh the rising 
of a stor.m is patnted.m (28) 

Arthur Coleridge adds a jotting on "II Panseroso", 

Have you observed 
a solecism in Milton's Penseroso? 

But let my due feet never fail 
To walk the studious cloisters pale 
And love the high e.m.bowed roof 
With-aDtique pillars massy proof, etc. (29) 

, " 



According to Frederick Locker-Lampson, Tennyson compared Popels Hamer 

to Milton. He judged it "lower" than the supreme power and sublime music 
t : 

21. 

of Paradise Lost., about which Locker-Lampson often heard him. quote P'olixines 

in the Winter's Tale: 

This is an art 
Which does mend nature, change it rather, but 
The art itself is nature. (30) 

F. T. Palgrave notes in his Recollections, 

Milton, ••••• he read 
aloud by preference; always coming to Paradise Lost with 
manifest pleasure and reverent admiration: like Keats, 
devoted to 

Miltonian storms, and more, Miltoni~ tenderness: 
nor did voice and manner ever serve him better. I may name 
the passages describing the Gate of Heaven (31) specially 
singled out for delicate beauty: and the great vision of Eden (32) 
which he read aloud ••••• dwelling always on the peculiar grace 
of lines 246-263. (33) 

When Hallam Tennyson was still a boy, his father went through Paradise 

Lost with him making comments on the various passages selected as outstanding 

These passages were ma'ked and the canments inserted oy t.he boy_ In an 

appendix to the second volume of the .J\ilemoirs these notes are included under 

the title 

MY FATHER'S TALK ON MILTON'S PARADISE LOST TO ME WHEN A BOY 
AT MARLBOROUGH. (34) 

These ~assages, or rather this Appendix is here included verbatim fram the 

Memoirs. 

Book 1. 60. Our English language alters quickly. This 
great line would be almost commonplace now: 

The dismal situation waste and wild. 

Book I. 211. I hope most of us have a higher idea in these 
modern. times of the Almighty than this: 

The will 
And high permission of all-ruling Heaven 
Left him at large to his own dark designs, 
That with reiterated orimes he might 
Beap on himself drumnation. 



Book I. 725. I always like this. it is mystioal: 

From the arc hed roof 
Pendent by subtle magic, many a row 
or starry lamps and blazing cressets. 

Book II. 634. What snnile was ever so vast as this? 

Then soars 
U to the fie C onoave towerin hi h. 
As en far off a sea a leet descr1ed 
Hangs in the olouds, by equinoctial winds 
Close sailing from Bengala. or the isles 
or Ternate and Tidare. whenoe merohants bring 
Their spicy drugs; they, on the trading flood. 
Through the wide Ethiopian to the Cape, 
Ply stemming nightly toward the pole: so seam'd 
Far off the flying fiend. 

Then the next passage. the picture of sin that seems to be 
alluring at first. hideous afterwards. is fine. 

Book II. 879. A good instance of onomatopoeia: 

On a sudden open fly 
With impetuous recoil and jarring sound 
The infernal doors, and on their hinges grate 
Harsh thunder, that the lowest bottom shook 
Of Erebus. 

Book IV. 127. When Uriel saw Satrum ••••• This shows a fine 
dramatio feeling ~ Milton, 

Disfigured, more than 0 auld befall 
Spirit of happy sort; his gestures fierce 
He marked. and mad demeanour, then alone. 
As he supposed, all unobserved. unseen. 

A few lines below, "Sylvan Scene" (35) and the gentle gales 
"fanning their odorferous wings" (36) are undoubtedly canmon
place now. but Milton introduoed the style. I hate the lines 
about "the sp:ouse of Tobit IS son.1t (37) They are objeotionable. 
I do not object to the thief simile as same do. (38) "BloominE 
ambrosial fruitD (39) - blooming is bold. In the description 
of the garden he quoted "flowers worthy ot Paradise" down to 
"without thorn the rose." (40) 

Book IV. 242. "Where the unpierced shade" is the right 
reading not Ithl unpierc'd shade' in those beautiful lines 
about flowers which 

Nature boon 
Pour'd forth profuse o~ hill. and dale, and plain. 
Both where the morning sun first war.mly smote 
The open field. and where the unpierced shade 
Imbrown'd the noontide bowers. 



Hook IV. 248. What liquid lines these too --

Groves whose rich trees wept odorous gums and balm, 
or 

And sweet reluctant amorous delay, 

or Book IV. 354. 
And in the asoending scale 

Of heaven, the stars that usher evening rose. 

This last line is lovely because it is full of vowels, which 
are aU d1f'ferent. It is even a more beautiful line than those 
whioh the repetition of the same vowels or of the same 
consonants sometimes makes so melodious. 

Book IV. 810. This is a wonderful simile 

Him thus intent Ithuriel with his spear 
Touoh'd lightly, for no falsehood can endure 
Touch of celestial temper, but returns 
Of force to its own likeness; up he starts 
Disoover'd and surprisld. As when a spark 
Lights on a heap of nitrous powder, laid 
Fit for the tun, same magazine to store 
Against a rumourld war, the smutty grain, 
With sudden blaze diffused, inflames the air; 
So started up in his own shape the fiend. 

Book V. 277. "A seraph winged" to "colours dipt in Heaven" 
he would quote with admiration. 

BookY. 336 and 396. And my father would humoursly quote of 
the Frenoh oooks abroad --

Taste after taste upheld with kindliest change --

No fear lest dinner 0001, 

adding, that is a terrible bathos after the beautiful imagery 
but shows Milton's simplicity. 

Book V. 525. My father said: "Certainly Milton IS physics 
and metaphysics are not strong -- though I tully agree with 

fo persevere 
He left it in thy power; ordain'd thy will, 
By nature free, not over-ruled by fate 
Inextrieable, or striot necessity. 
Our voluntary servioe he requires, 
Not our necess itated; such with him 
Finds no acceptance, nor can find; for how 
Can hearts, not free, be tried whether they serve 
Willing or no, who will but what they must 
By dest iny, and can no other choose? 



My fa~her liked the gathering of the host "by tmperial 
summons oalled," and the "mystical dance" which the "starry 
sphere of planets resembles nearest." (41) The angels' 
feast (42) he called del ic ious, and said "'Old Milton the 
puritan must have been a bit of a sensualist in his nature." 

Book V. 745. Of the caning of Satan with his host 

Innumerable as the stars of night, 
Or stars of morning, dewdrops, Which the sun 
Jmpearls on every leaf and every flower 

and satan mounting his royal seat, my father said: "What an 
imagination the old man hadl Milton beats everyone in the 
material sublime." 

Book V. 791. "'Milton could not help adding his political 
canment 

If not equal all, yet free, 
Equally free; for orders and degrees 
Jar not with liberty, but well cons ist. lt 

Book V. 896. My father quoted the famous lines abou.t Abdiel 
as very fine ---

Among the faithless, faithful only he; 
Among innumerable false, unmoved 
Unshaken, unseduced, unterrified, 
•••• Fran runidst them forth he pas$ed 
Long way through hostile scorn. 

B'ook VI. 372. "Milton's proper names are often chosen for 
their full sounds, 

Ariel and Arioch and the violence 
. Of Rwniel." 

Book VI. 771. The following is what made Wordsworth admire 
]lilton's imagination 

(The Mes s iab ) 
He onward came; far off his oaning shone. 
••••• Under his burnfng wheels 
The steadfast empyrt:lan shook throughout 
All but the throne itself of God. 

What a gr~d pause in the blank verse after 'God' l 

And this is a rushing line that desoribes the lightning cours& 
of his wrath 

Eternal wrath 
Burnt after them to th' bottomles spit. 

Book VII. 216. This is a magnificent line, 

Silence, ye troubled waves, and thou, dee~, peaceJ 

24. 



How much finer than land. billows. peace, I the proper scansion, 
this break is, and the alliteration how subtle, 'and thou, 
dee]" ..£eace I l 

Book VII. Full of notable lines, e.g. 298: 

-\lI[ave rolling after wave, where way they found 
If steep, with torrent rapture, if through plain. 
Soft-ebbing ••••• 
Then herbs of every leaf, that sudden flower'd, 
Opening their various colours, and made gay 
Her bosom, amelling sweet •••• 

Book VII. 431. 
The air 

Floats, as they pass. fann'd with unnumber1d plumes; 
From branch to branch the smaller birds -;crith song 
Solaced the woods. 

Then my father vrauld quote the pictures of the nightingale. 
the swan and the peac rek as beautiful. ItHow much finer than 
Thomson's lines are those on the peacockl They are as fine 
as can be." 

The crested cock, whose clarion sounds 
The silent hours, and the other whose gay train 
Adorns him, coloured with the florid hue 
Of rainbows and starry eyes. 

Book VIII. The first three lines of this -oook are "beautifully 
eJq)r as s e d't 

The angel ended, and in Adwmls ear 
So charming left his voice, that he awhile 
Thought him still speaking, still stood fix'd to hear. 

Book IX. 568. Satan begins well too 

Empress of this fair world, resplendent Eve. 

This seems to be rather poor however --

The blasted stars looked wan. etc. 

Book XI. 491. I hate inversions, but this line (after the 
many mighty lines about the many ways that lead to death's 
grim cave,) is strong in the inversion -

And over them triumphant Death his dart 
Shook. 

Rook XI. 553. And my father often quoted 

Nor love thy life, nor hate; but what thou livest 
Live well. (34) 

25. 



This completes the notes on Paradise Lost given to his son. A few 

more notes will round out Tennyson's appreciation of Milton. 

On his eighty-third birthday he quoted some of Milton's 
blank verse with profoundest admiration; 

That proud honour claint'd 
Azazel as his right, a cherup, ball 
Who forthwith fram the glittering staff unfurl'd 
The imperial ensign; which full high advanced, 
Showed like a meteor strewning to the wind, 
With gems and golden lustre rich emblazed, 
Seraphic arms and trophies; all the while 
Sonorous metal blowing martial sounds. 

"What a grand lineJ" he said of the first. Then he quoted: 

Whose wanton passions 1m the sacred porch 
Ezekiel saw, when by the visionled 
His eye survey'd the dark idolatries 
Of alienated Judah. 

"This is very like Virgil in its movement, It he continued, ''It' 
Virgil is to be translated it ought to be in this elaborate 
kind of blank verse." (43) 
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On several ocoasions he referred to the srune similes. Fitzgerald note~ 

that he used sometimes to quote Milton as the sublimest of all poets, and 

two of Milton's similes, one aoout the "gu~owder ore" and the other about 

the fleet as the grandest of all similes. (44) 

Dryden. 
Tne Memoirs in several places records connnents made by Tennyson on 

Dryden and other poets of this period. In a jotting by Edward Fitzgerald, 

Tennys on is quoted as having said: 

I dcn't knowhow it is, but Dryden 
always seems greater than he shows himself to be. (45) 

In another part of the Memoirs: 

In Dryden's time they did not understand 
or anyhow had forgotten how to write blank verse. Yet his 
paraphrase of Virgil is stronger than any of the translations. (46) 

What a difference between Pope's little poisonous barbs and 
Dryden's strong invectiveJ And how much more real poetic 
force there is in Drydenl Look at Pope; 



~-----------------------------------------------------------

Be said, observant of the blue-eyed maid, 
Then in the sheath return'd the shining blade: 

Then at Dryden: 

He said: with surly faith observed her word, 
And in the sheath reluctant plunged the sword. (47) 

other writers. 

Tennyson was asked in which authors would he say that one could find 

the stateliest English prose, apart from the Bible, The Psalms, and the 

~ 2f Common Prayer. His answer was: 

Probably in Hooker, Ba.con, 
Milton, Jeremy Taylor, De Quincy, Ruskin. Some of Sir Thomas 
Browne too is very state1YJ and same of the Acts of Elizabeth, 
Froude tells me, are written in the grandest language that he 
knows. Listen to this fran Baoon: "It is a hea.ven upon earth 
when a man's mind rests on Providenoe, moves in Charity, and 
turns upon the poles of truth.1t (48) 

Of Bacon's Essays he said: 

There is more wisdom 0 anp,ressed into that 
small volume than into any other book of tb.esame size. (49) 

After praising some of Ben Jonson's lyrics, Tennysom remarked: 

To me he appears to move in a wide sea of glue. (50) 

One of Sir Philip Sidney's songs to Stella he especially admired with 

its refrain: 

Only Joy now here you are, 
Fit to hear and ease my care •••• 
Take me to thee, and thee to me: 
ttNo, no, no, no, my Dear, let bel (51) 

From Donne he would he would quote the ~alediction, forbidding Mourning,· 

the last fOUr stanzas: "Only two souls •••• " where .the poet c anpares 

himself to the moving leg, his love to the central, of the compass when 

describing a circle: praising its wonderful ingenuity. (51) 

F. T. Palgrave, ~ his long and rather detailed recollections, notes: 
I seem to remember more or less special praise of Lodge's 
"Rosaline," of "My love in her attire •••• ": and the "Emigrant's 
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Song," of Marvell. For some of the poems by that writer then 
with diffioulty accessible, he had a special admiration: 
delighting to read, with a voice hardly yet to me silent, 
and dwelling more than once, on the ma~nifioent hyperbole, 
the powerful union of pathos and humor in the lines "To his 
ooy Mistress," where Marvell says that 

Had we but world enough, and time, 
This ooyness, lady, were no crime •••• 

I would 
Love you ten years before the Flood, 
And you should, if you please, refuse 
Till the oonversion of the Jews •••• 
But at my baok I always hear 
Time's winged ohariot hurrying near; 
And yonder all before us lie 
Deserts of vast Eternity •••• 

Youth, therefore, Marvell proceeds, is the thne for love: 

Let us roll all our strength, and all 
Our sweetness up into one ball, 
And tear our pleasures with rough strife 
Through the iron gates of life: 

on this line remarking that he oould fancy "grates" would 
have intensified Marvell's image. (52) 

28. 
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Grabbe. 

Gray. 

CHAPTER 1'. 

Eighteenth century authors: Crabbe; Gray; Collins; 
Cowper; S. Johnson; Goldsmith; Burns; Pope. 

He 1 iked Crabbe very much, and thought that there was great 
foroe in his homely tragic stories. "He has a world of his own. 
There is a 'tramp, tramp, tramp' a meroiless sledge-hammer thud 
about his lines which suits his subjects.- And in speaking of 
hm he would cite Byron's 

Nature's sternest painter yet the best. (1) 

Crabbe has given us the malt varied and numerous portraits of 
character after Shakespeare. (2) 

Of Gray he said: 

Gray in his limited sphere is great, and has a 
wonderful ear. 

The following he held to be 

Collins. 

Also: 

among the most liquid lines in any language:: 

Thou he interit 
Nor the pride, nor ample pinion 
That the Theban eagle bear, 
Sailing with supreme dominion 
Through the azure deep of air. 

And drowsy tinklings lull the distant folds. (3) 

I admire the "Ode to Evening" but what a bad, hiss ing line 
is that in the poem on the death of Thomson, 

The year'. best sweets shall duteous rise. (4) 

Cowper. 
Af'ter reading Cowper's "Poplar Field" Tennyson remarked: 

People nowadays, I believe, hold this style and metre light; 
I wish there were any who could put words together with suoh 
exquisite flow and evenness. 

32. 

And when he came to the same poet's stanzas to Mary Unwin, Palgrave says; 

He read them, yet could barely read them, SO deeply was he 
touohed by their tender, their almost agonising pathos. (5) 



Samuel JohnSOllt. 
~ !ennyson admired Samuel Johnson's grave earnestness, and said that 

certain of his couplets for this quality and for their "high moral tone," 

were not surpa~sed in English satire. However, he ventured to make merry 

over: 
Let observation with extensive view, 
Survey mankind, from China to PEtnr. 

Why did not he say "Let observation, with extended observation, 
observe extensively'l" (6) 

Goldsmith. 
When Tennyson was asked,"Do you like Goldsmith's 'When lovely woman 

stoops to folly'?" he replied: "I love it." He also greatly praised 

the Vicar of Wakefield. (7) 

Burns. 

says: 

Pope. 

W. E. H. Lecky recorda that: 

In eighteenth oentury he (Tennyson) 
espeoially admired the poetry of B~rns, whom he placed, I think, 
on almost as high a level as Carlyle did, and his admiration was 
rather increased than diminished by the skill with which Burns, 
by a few strokes of Genius, ~ortalised so many of the old 
songs of Sootland and incorporated great parts of than in his 
own poetry. ltDurns did for the old songs of Sootland, It he said, 
"almost what Shakespeare has done for the English drama. that 
preceded h:im.lt (8) 

Arthur Coleridge quotes these sentenoes of Tennyson: 

Burns was a great 
genius but dreadfully coarse, sometimes. When he attempts to 
write in pure English, he breaks down utterly. (9) 

In his ttReminisoences of T",nnyson in his early days," Aubrey de Vere, 

Ardent was his enthusiasm for Burns. And here an inoident of 
no small significance recurs to me. 'tRead the exquisite songs 
of Burns, II he exclaimed, "in shape, each of them has the 
perfection of a berry; in light the radiance of the dewdroPJ 
you for1':9t for its sake those stupid things, his serious pieces.'t 

(10) 

In that portion of the :Memoirs entitled "Reminisoences of Frederick 

~1r"I'I~_T.<lmn",·"" II WA f'inn t.hat. III :nl'll 
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said that as a boy he had delighted 
in Pope's Homer, but that he added, though "Pope is a consummate 
artist, 1m: the lower sense of the tel'll," he could not read him. 
I suppose he means "lower" as com:t'ared with the supreme power and 
sublime music of Paradise Lost. ~ll) 

And in "Critic ism of Poets and Poetry" 

what a difference between Pope's 
little poisonous barbs and Dryden's strong invective1 And how 
much more real poetic foroe there is in Drydenl Look at Pope: 

He said, observant of the blue-eyed maid, 
Then in the sheath return'd the shining blade: 

Then at Dryden: 

He said, with surly faith observed her word, 
And in the sheath reluctant plunged the sword. (12) 

The Elegy of the Unfortunate Lady is good, but I do not find much 
human feeling in him, except perhaps in Eloisa to Abelard. (13) 

He felt what Cowper oalls the IImusical finesse" of Pope, and 
admired single lines and coup,lets very much, but he found the 
"regular da da, da da, of his heroic metre monotonous." He 
quoted 

What dire offenoe from amorous causeS springs. 

"Amrus causiz springs, horriblel I would sooner die than write 
such a linel" •••• 
"P'ope here and there has a real insight into Nature, for example 
about the spider, which 

Feels at each thread and lives along the line. 

His lanoet touches are very fine. 

Bow night desc ending, the prou d sc ene was 0 I er 
But lived in Settle's numbers one day more." (14) 

Tennys on would often quote the lines from the "Dunc iad
tt 

upon the 

evening of Lord Mayor's day: 

Now Night descending, the proud scene was o'er, 
But lived in Settle's numbers one day more. (15) 
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Novelists. 

CBAP'rER VI. 

Romanticists: novelists; minor p,oets; Byron; 
Shelley; Keats; Wordsworth. 

Be would read and re-read •••• Walter Scott's and Miss Austen'. 
novels. His c~t on Walter Scott and Miss Austen was: ·Scott 
is the most chivalrous literary figure of the century. and the 
author with the widest range since Shakespeare. I think 'Old 
Mortality' ishia greatest novel. The realism and lite-likene.s 
of Miss Austen'. 'Dramatis Personae' cames nearest to those ot 
Shakespeare. Shakespeare however is a sun to which Jane Austen, 
tho' a bright and true little world. is but an asteroid.- (1) 

Ot Sir Walter Scott he said, 

seen Walter Scott. (2) 
I would have given anything to haTe 
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Sir Walter Scott's short tale "MY ABnt Margaret's Mirror- he once spoke ot 

as the finest ot all ghost or magical stories. (3) His "'JIaid of Neidpath." 

greatly moved him. This he read and after the last stanza added. 

almost more pathetic than a man has the right to be. (4) 

Minor Poets. 

Rogers and Moore. 
Frederick tooker-Lampson 

hazarded the remark that Roger's best short 
poems were as good as Moore's. "No," said Tennyson. "Rogers i. 
not as good as Moore. Moore has a wilder fancy. but stilJhardly 
anybhing that Moore wrote is altogether what it should be." He 
gave as an inst8.llOe: "She is far from the land where her young 
hero sleeps." (5) 

Tennyson was much struck by the plain torce of Moore's "Light ot 

Other Days,· saying "0 si sic omniaJIt (6) He said that perhaps some ot 

Roger's shorter poems woul4:laat longer than the ambitious efforts of more 

important writers. (7) 

Wolfe aDd Hood. 
In Wolte ia noble ItBurial of Sir John Koore" he wished the last line but 

two c auld be changed; at the c lose of Rood's "Br idge of Sighs" "Her evil 



• 

behavior" was a slight defect in that masterpiece. (8) -
Campbell. 
- TeIlJ'llYSo:rJ: acbnired the bold swing of the "Battle of the Baltic" though 

he thought it had some very faulty lines. He took John Tyndall up rather 

quickly when he referred to the verse beginning 

But the might of Engl~d flushed 
To anticipate the scene; 

remarking that it was the most faulty line in the piece. Tyndall did not. 

however. intend to detach the line from its context. He meant to refer to 

the whole passage. 

Hearts of oak, our captain cried; when each gun 
Fran its adamantine lips 
Spread a death-shade round the ships. 
Like the hurricane eclipse 
Of the sun. 

These lines Tennyson oonsidered very fine. (9) 

Tennyson lamented that Campbell in "The Battle of the Baltic· had 

spoilt the intense reality and truthfulness of one of the noblest patriotio 

odes ~. the language by one false and jarring note: 

He said: 

And the mermaid's song condoles. (10) 

How easily could a little blot like this be curedJ If we had 
but Tom Campbell in the rO<lll to point it out to him: 

adding. however a tale how Rogers had done the same office for another poem.; 

and how Campbell had bounced out of the roOlll with a 

Hang itl I should 
like to see the man who would dare to correct me. (11) 

Tt1nnyson liked Campbell's "Odes." But his unquantitative line 

The .entiael stars set their watoh in the sky 

T~nnyson thought to be as bad as the following Une is good: 

The weary to sle~p and the wounded to die. (12) 



Byron. 
• 

Byron and Shelley, however mistaken they were, did yet give the 
world anothor heart and new pulses. and 80 we are kept going. (13) 
Of course, Byron's merits are on the surface •••• As a boy I was 
an enormous admirer of ByrOD, 80 muoh 80 that I got a surfeit of 
hm, and now I cannot read him as I should like to. (14) 

Hallam T~nnyson writes: 

In early boyhood he had been possessed by Byron's 
poetry, but he could not read it later in life, except perhaps 
the -Vis ion of Judgment," and parts of "Childe Harold," and of 
ttDoD Juan." He would say; "Byro. 18 ~ot an artl8t or a thinker, 
or a creator in the higher sense, but a strong personality: he is 
endlessly olever, and is now unduly depreciated." "One must 
dist1ngu1shllt he would add, "Keats, Shelley, and Byr01\ fres. the 
great sage poets of all, who are great thinkers and great artists, 
like Aesohylus, Shakespeare, and Goethe. n (15) 

Byron, he seemed to place OD a lower level, and oonsidered his poetry 

too much akin to rhetoric. In a discussionone day, W. E. Jl.~ Lecky quoted 

the passage in the "Giaourlt beginning 

He who hath b8J1t hm 0' er the dead 
Ere the first day of death is fled, 

comparing Greece to the dead man iD the mc:.ent of death. TellJlqson admitted 

its beauty, but sait that to his taste the idea _s too beaten out. 

A Greek poet would have conveyed it by a single strolte. He would 
have said: "The face of the land is as the smile of the dead." (16) 

Tennyson was also struok by the "plain force of Byron's 'Elegy of Thyrza.'" 
(11) 

Frederick Looker-Lampson suggested that Byron's "Isles of Greece· 

might have ~een admitted into the "Golden Treasury:· T~son thought so, 

but su~posed that the editor had discovered some defeot in it, of which he 

was not aware because he had not read it for years. He then repeated the 

first stanza and said: 

That's very f me, but Thackeray tells me that 
Samian wine is very wretohed stuff. (18) . 



Shelley. - Byron and Shelley ..... however mistaken they may be. yet did give 
the world another heart and new pulses. and so we are kept going. (19; 

There is a great wind of words in a good deal of Shelley. but as 
a writer of blank verse he was perhaps the most skilful of the 
moderns. Nobody admires Shelley more than I once did. and I still 
admire him. (20) I think I like his "Epipsychidion" as muoh as 
anything by him. (21) 

He is often too much ill: the clouds for me. I admire his "Alastor." 
-Adonais." "Prometheus Unbound." and "Epipsychidion." and some of 
his shorter poems. As for the "Lover's Tale." that was written 
before I had ever seen a Shelley. though it is oalled Shelleyan. (22) 

Auout Shelley's ttLife of l.ife" Temawsan said that it was one of those 

flights in which the poet "seemed to go uP. and burst." (23) 

tKeats. 

One must distinguish Keats. Shelley. and Byron from the great sage 
poets of all time. who are both great thinkers and great artists. 
like Aesch,ylus. Shakespeare. Dante and Goethe. (24) 

Keats would have beccme one of the greatest of all poets. had he 
lived. At the thne of his death there was apparently no sign of 
exhaustion or having written hhnself out; his keen poetical instinct 
was in full process of developnent at the tlme. Each new effort 
was a steady advance on that whioh had gone before. With all 
Shelley's splendid imagery and colour. I find a sort of tenuity 
in his poetry. (25). 

Keats ~ramised securely more than any English poet since 
Milton. l26) Keats with hishigh spiritual vision. would have 
been. if he had lived. the greatest of us all. though his blank 
verse lacked originality of movement. (27) Keats 'i'ould have 
been among the very grea.test of us if' he had lived. Ther"e is 
something of the innermost soul of poetry ill: almost everything 
he ever wrote. (28) 

Tenny'S on gave the unfinished "Eve of st. Mark." and the following lines 

from the "Ode to a Nightingale- m illustration of the above: 

Perhaps the self-same song that found a path 
Through the sad heart of Ruth. when.siok for home. 
She stood in tears amid the alien COrD; 
The same that oft-times hath 
Charm t d mag ic casement s. op'ening OD the foam 
Of perllousseas. in faery lands forlorn. (29) 



If the beginming of the "Hyp~riOJl," as now published, were 
shorter, it would be a deal finer: that is, if fram "not so 
muoha to "feathered grass" were omitted. (30) 

Keats has a keen physioal imagination; if he had been here 
(at Murren) he would, in one line, have given us a picture of 
that mountain. (The Monoh, opposite) (31) 

While reading an article in the "Spectator" on blank verse, Tenmyso~ 

observed: 

I have been reading in the "Speotator" that Wordsworth and leat. 
are great masters of blank verse, who are also great in rhyme. 
Keats was not a master of blank verse. (32) 

Wordsworth. 
Frederick Looker-Lampson remembered Tenmyson having said something to 

this effeets 

You must not think because I speak plainly of Wordsworth's 
defeets as a poet that I have nota very high admiration of him. 
I shall never forget my deep emotion the first time I had sieech 
with him. I have a profound admiration for "T1ntem Abbey •. (33) 

And yet eva in that poem he oonsidered the old poet had shown a want of 

literary instinet, or whatever it may be oalled. He thought it too long. 

He pointed out that tha word "again" occurred four times in the first 

fourtettn lines, and that the sixth and seventh lines might have been more 

terse. "Something like thiS," he said extemporising aa the spur of the 

manent: 

That makes a lone place lonelier. (33) 

Tennyson greatly praised the famous line "Whose dwelling is the light of 

setting suns" and "The permanent in the tr8.Dsitory" and continued by saying 

emphatioally, that putting aside a great deal that Wordsworth had written 

whioh was not by aD1 means first rate, he thought that 

Wordsworth's very 
best is the best in its way that has been sent out by the 
moderns. (34) 

Tennyson said that Wordsworth attempted to give deseriptions in bhnk 

verse in the "Excursion,· but not suoeessfu11YJ for instance: 



41. 

And sitting OD the grass partook 
The fragrant beTerage dralm from China's herb. 

Why eould he not have said. RAnd sitting OD the grass had tea?~ 
There is no doubt that Wordsworth injured fine passages by the 
introduction of flat and essentially proBaie phrases. such as 
"for several hours" which oceurs in his Prelude in the description 
of the Simplon. (35) 

After his appointment as Poet Laureate. T~son was meditating his 

first Laureate poem. -To the Queen." and was esp.oiaUy thinking of a 

stanza in whic h 

the empire of Wordsworth should be asserted: for he was 
a representative Poet Laurea.te. such a poet as kings should 
honour, and sueh a one as wruld do honour to kings; making the 
period of a reign famous by the utterance of memorable words 
coneerning that period. (36) 

Termys on, Edward fitzgerald recalls, said that he remembered the time 

when he COttld see noth~ in "Kichael" which he then read in admiration; 

though he thought Wordsworth often olumsy and diffuse. There was no end 

of "this Thorn" in the piece which bears the name: and Tenm.yson remarked: 

Suoh hwmmering to set a scene for so small a drama. (37) 

It was with a sort of reTerence that he would name oertain poets of 

supreme dignity. Thus with Wordsworth. Yet critioal truth oompelled him. 

when the point was raised. to confess the inequality of Wordsworth's work. 

the heaviness of style seen somewhat too. often in poems. the subjeots of 

which more or less defied successful treatment. In this he would say. 

Wordsworth seemen to him thiok-ankled. (38) 

His son records that Tennyson had a hearty admiration for Wordsworth. 

the purity and nobility of whose teaching he highly reverenced. T~son 

wruld say: 

Hec seems to me. at his best, OD the vvhole the greatest 
English poet since Milton. He is too often diffuse and didactio 
to me: for instance in IfTintern Abbeyt the repetition of ~that 
blessed mood, that serene and blessed"mood- becomes ridiculous. 
The line 

Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns 



is almost the grandest in the English language, giving the 
sense of the abiding in the transient. (39) You must love 
Wordsworth ere he will seem worthy of your love. (40) 

For Wordswortht• -Tintern Ab~ he had a profound admiration, yet 

even in that poem he thought 

The old poet had shown a want of literary 
instinct, 

and he would touch upon scme defects of c anpd8itiol!!:, but he always ended 

by saying emphatically that Wordsworthts very best was the best in its 

way that had been sent out by the moderns. (41) 

I have been reading the Spectator that Wordsworth and Keats are 
great masters of blank verse, who are also great in rhy.ae • •••• 
It might be true of Wordsworth at his best. Blank verse can be 
the finest mode of expression in our language. (42) 

He often quoted from Wordsworth and was always greatly moved by' 

"Yarrow Revisited" and particularly by the following stanza: 

Amd if, as Yarrow, through the woods 
And down the meadow rang wg, 

Did meet us with unaltered face 
Though we were changed and ohanging: 

It, then, scme natural shadows spread 
Our inward prospect over, 

The soul ts deep valley was not slow, 
Its brightness to reo over. (43) 

42. 
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Novelists. 

" 
CHAPTER VII. 

Cont~porary English authors: novelists; Fitzgerald; 
Browning; Mrs. Browning; others. 

Tennyson had told Disrael1 that the ·silly sooth" of love was given 

perfectly in "Henrietta Temple." However. he did not admire "Lothair" 

although it is written to stir up the English gentry and 
nobility to be leaders of the people. 

To this end Disraeli had shown. them as a handsome set of fellows who did 

nothing. but had in them the stuff to be leaders of men if they would only 

exert th~selves. (1) 

He would always talk of Thackeray's nayels. "Esmond. It "Pendennis." 

and "The Newcomes" as being 

delicious: they are so mature. But now 
the days are so full of false sentiment that. Thackeray has 
said. one oannot draw a man as he should be. (2) 

Of "Clarissa Harlowe" he would say: 

I like those great still books. 
I wish there were a great novel tn hundreds of volumes that 
I might go on and on; I hate some of your modern novels with 
numberles s characters thrust into the first ohapter and 
nothing but modern soo iety talk; and also those morbid.' and 
introspeotive tales. with their oceans of sham philosophy. 
To read these last is like wading through glue. (3) 

With regard to oontemporary novels he had a very oatholic taste. ll!t 

his later years he read stevenson and George Meredith with great interest. 

He also read Walter Besant. Blaok. Hardy. Henry James. Marian Crawford. 

Anstey. Barrie. Blackmore. Conan Doyle. Kiss Brandon. Miss Lawless. 0u1da. 

Miss Broughton. Lady Margaret )(ejendie. Hall Caine. and Shorthouse. He 

liked Edna Lyall's "Autobiography of a Slander. 1t and the "Geier-Wally" by 

Wilhelmina von Hiller.nJ and often gave his friends "Surly Tt." to read. 

for its "oonoentrated pathos." 

)(lss Oliphant's prolific work (he would 
observe) is amazing. and she is ...... 11' always worth reading. (4) 
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In George Meredith's first folume he was delighted by the "Love in a 

Valley" as printed in 1851. (5) Although he was not a great reader ot 

William Morris, he liked "The Life and Death of Jason." (6) 

Fitzgerald. 
F. T. Palgrave, in his "Reoolleotions," gives us some interesting 

oomments of Tennyso.D on his friend Edward Fitzger&ld. 

Euphranor, that little dialogue, lively and disoursive, by 
his gifted friend Edward Fitzterald, Which, here and there, tD 
style canes so near Plato, he also highly esteemed, admiring 
espeoially (and no wonderl) the brilliant closing pioture ot a 
boat-race, with its glimfse of Whewell, "the high crest and 
blowing forelook of Phidippus's mare, and he himself shout1r.tg 
em ouragement to his crew, c oDspicuous over all." 

TennysOll, about the same time oommended warmly Fitzgerald'. 
famous 1t000r" paraphrase, in which old Oriental thought is so 
marvellously refracted through the atmosphere of modern 
English style. This poem, at that time, was very scantily 
accessible to general readers in that U.ited first edition 
whioh 0 ontama the original preface in prose, one hardly knowa 
whether more exquisite for its subtlety or its simplioityand 
a text not, perhaps, always altered in later issues to advantage. 
To the "Omar-, and its highly valued author, Tennyson afterwards 
did public honour in the Prologue and Epilogue to "Tiresias." (7) 

In the poem. "Tiresias"' after having oommented om Fitzgerald's 

vegetarian diet, Tennyson continues: 

But none oan say 
That Lenten fare makes Lenten thought 

Who reads your golden Eastern lay, 
Than wh ich I mow no vers ion done 

In English more divinely well; 
A planet equal to the sun 

Which cast it, that large infidel 
Your Omar J and your Omar drew 

Full handed plaudits frClll our best 
1m modern letters, ••••• (8) 

Browning. 
I. C. Benson ill his book "Alfred Tennyson", camnents on the fact 

that Robert Browning, who _s a olose personal friend of Tennyson, was, 

as a poet, always a problem to him. Tennyson said of him that he had 
a mighty intellect, he has plenty of music in him, but he 
CanJllot et it out. ( 9 ) 
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TemtysOD could not understand the apparent neglect ot torm going hand in 

hand with suoh prodigality ot language and such tacility of execution. 
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The "Yemoir" gives us thia _.e thought, amplified in Telll!llYSon's own 

words. 
Browning never greatly cares about the glory ot words or beauty 
ot torm: he has told me that the world must take him as it 
tinda him. As tor his obscurity in his great imaginatiTe 
analyses. I believe it is a mistake to explaiJ'l poetry toc much, 
people really haTe a pleasure in discovering their own interpre
tations. He has a mighty intelleot. but somet:imes I canmot read 
him. He seldem attempts the marriage ot sense with sound, 
although he shows a spontaneous telioity in the adaptation ot 
words to ideas and teelings. I wish I had written his two 
lines: 

The little more and how much it is 
The little less and what worlds away. (10) 

Temyson would cite -Rabbi Ben :i.ra," "Death in the Desert. IlIlCaliban 

upon Setebos," "The Englishman in Italy,'" and "A Grammarian's Funeral,· 

as poems ot tine thought. and "Jlr. Sludge, the Medium;- as an example ot 

exceeding ingenuity ot mind. The last, however, he said to BrOlllling is 

~two-thirds too long.- (11) 

Elizabeth Barrett Brown~. 
He noted about Irs~rowning's ·Aurora Leigh,· this tault that, 

striking as it was in many phases, it might be def"hed as "organizable 

lymph- rather than as compacted and vertebrate poem. (12) Be also liked 

same or the "Sonnets trom the Portugese.- (13) 

Other Poets. 
Tennyson said that Alexander Smith, Ita poet ot considerable premise," 

went too tar when he spoke or the "wave, a bride wooing the shore." He 

said the srune ot Kingsley, that "the oruel, orawling wave- was too much 

1 ike alive oreature. ( 14) 

In Rosetti the passiOl!l and imaginative power ot the sonnet "Nuptial 

Sleep" impressed him deeply. (15) Ot Swinburne, he said, 
" 

He is a reed 
through whioh all things blow into music. (16) 



r " . 
Among oontemporary sonnets he liked some of Rosetti's, Kra. BrOWJliDg'. 

"Sonnets fran the Portugese,· and Charles Turner's. For Christina Rossetti. 

as a true artist, he expressed profound respect. (17) 

T~nnyson admired Matthew Arnold as a poet, and after reading "Literatur 

and Dogma" somewhat unkindly sent a message to hhn: 

Tel] him to give us 
no more of these prose things. (18) 



(1) 

(2 ) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6 ) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 
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CBAP'J.'ER VIII. 

American authors: Poe, Whitman, liInerson. 

Edgar Allan Poe. 
- I know several striking poems by American poets, I think 

Edgar Poe is (taking his poetry and prose together) the most 
original American Genius. (1) 

When asked to write an epitaph ot one line tor Poe' I monument in 

westminster Churchyard, Baltimore, Tennysam &mswered: 

How can so str&IJge 
and so tine a genius and so sad a l11'e, be expressec1 and 
eompressed in one line. (2) 

Tennyson believed that Edgar Allan Poe's "Raven~ with all its skill, 

was too artitie1al tor genuine :;:,oetry. That writer 'a irlgenious narra:t:ive, 

in one ot his prose essays, as to the origin ot the poaa: tirst trom the 

Towel "0" then trom the word "more,1I and so forth even to the details, 

he would not accept: it was another piece ot artiticiality. (s) 

Walt Whitman. 
Speaking ot Walt Whitmu, Tennyson said: 

Walt neglects torm altogether, 
but there is a tine spirit breathing through his writings. Some 
ot them are quite unreadable tram: nakedness ot expressicn. (4) 

Ralph Waldo Emers~. 
Tennyson sald that he did not believe in li)nerson's pretty lines: 

Only to children children sing, 
Only to youth the Spring is Sprtng. 

For age does teel the joys ot spring, though a~e oam only crawl 
over the bridge while youth skips the brook. {S) 

.. 
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lAura were ahtgled out by Tennya 0111. 

Ion 0 armne fiamma che per forsa e spenta, 
_e ohe per se medesma s1 consume, 

Se n t ando in pace l' anima contenta; 
A guisa d' un soave. ohiaro lume, 

Cui nutrimento a poco a poco manoa, 
TeneDdo al fin 11 suo usato costume. 

And Palgrave oontinues: 

I rsaember still the tenderness with whioh he 
dwelt on the words, the sigh of delight ~- almost, perhaps, 
the tears -- that came naturally to the sensitive soul, as 
he ended. .. It is the pathos of beauty, as Chat eaubriand 
f'inely remarks, which 1s the most p'er-f'eotly pathetio." (4) 

I. German: Goethe. 

In his smaller poems suoh as those in "Wilhelm Keister," 
Goethe shows htmaelf to be one of' the greatest artists of' 
the world. He is also a great critic; yet he always said 
the best he oould about an author. Good oritics are rarer 
than good authors. (5) 

53. 

Professor Sidgwick noted that he remembered sitting near TellllJl1SOl!!! at 

a dinner of' the Metaphysioal Society, when Tennyson talked very interesting

ly about poets and poetry. After sOJII.e remarks on Goethe'. dramatic work, 

noting its limitations, TemrysOlt said that he placed him foranost among 

the moderns as a lyrical poet. One of' his hearers demurr.~. mentioning 

great lyrics by other writers. TenJlllY'SOD answered: 

Yes, but Goethe 
is oonsummate in so many different styles. 

Re then ref'erred rapidly to four or f'ive ex~les ("Kennst du das Land?" 

and "Ueber allen Gipf'eln" were two of' them) dwelling on their great 

diversity of tone and character. (6) 

Goethe lacked the divine intensity of Dante, but he was among 
the wisest of mankind as well as a great artist. He oould not 
quite overcan. the harshnesses of' the German language. " Kemut 
du das Land'" is a perfect poem, but "1Jeachutser aielm· is a 
hideous sound in the middle. Goethe was supposed to be oold. 
I oan only say that When told of h1s son's death he seemed quite 
oalm, but shortly afterwards, from repre8led emotion, he broke 
a blood-vessel. 
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Goethe thought it a e 19n of weakness to 108e faith in Immortality. 

and said. "I hope I shall naTer be so weak-minded as to let my 
belief in a future life be torn from me." "Edel ee1 der llenechlt 
1s one of the noblest of all poems. (7) 

Tenn.vscm otten spoke of Goethe's poetry. Iluch might be inferior; but 

as a lyrist certain pieces put him 1Jt the first ruk. Amongst these 

favorites were the "Kaohgefuhl:- -Der Abschied.- admired for its exquisite 

tenderness. When reading the second stanza of the latter he had tears in 

his voice, 

Traur~ wird in dieeer Stun de ••• 

Be. perhaps. prized even more the song "An den Mond." This he had under

lin~d in Pa1grave's "Golden Treasury" when he was oriticising it before 

its publication. (8) 

The poems choseD are fran Goethe's early "Lieder." and are of the 

type of the later "Eleg ie.· Of the latter TeD!IYson quoted two poems which 

showed. what he called. "Shakespearean beauty.· These stanzas begin 

with 
Du hast gut reden •••• 

and end with 
Da b1eibt kein Rath als granaenlose Tranen. (9) 

Highly rated also, for solemn thought and deep oalla iJ!I;sight into human 

lite. were the well known "Granzen der Menscbheitlt and "Das Gottliche." 

Another poem, valued for its stately beauty and tender feeling for a friad 

was that upon the sight of Schiller's skull. The Prologue and songs in 

"Faust" Tennyson often quoted with lavish praise. (10) 

-------.<--.. ----------------,--
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of Laura is in Chapter I, of 

footnote. 
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PART II. 

B. TENNYSON'S CRITICAL THEORY IN GENERAL. 

Introductory: Beauty; knowledge (truth); goodness; 
their interrelation (love). 

Introductory_ 
- Beauty, Good and Knowledge are three sisters 

That dote upon ee.ch other. friends to an. 
Living together under the same roof. 
And never can be sunder'd without tears. (1) 

56. 

Herein lies the kernel of Tenmyson's literary theory, in SO far as we 

can say that he had a theory of literature; but before we CaD proceed with 

our'discussion of his literary opinions it may be well to see What Tennys~ 

meant by beauty. goodness, and knowledge. 

Beautt· anny-son believed that the beauty of poetry oonsisted in the proper 

use of words and phrases, in the sensation whioh comes from the use of 

words for their own sake, and from the sensation of soundJ a fortiori from 

the heightened feeling whioh oomes from: the harmonious and expressive 

arrangement of words ,bI: rhythmic structure. This is beauty oonsidered in 

its material aspect or, we might say, sensuous beauty. 

Xnowle~e (truth~. , ' Teo secondaoulty Whioh Tennyson thought necessary for a good writer 

was intellection, the proper object of which was knowledge. Knowledge, for 

Tennyson. was truth_ An increase in one's knowledge was an inorease in 

one's capacity for truth, and truth was neoessary for the proper expression 

of any emotion. For example, Ttlmtyson felt that a poet oould not treat ot 

foreigB sUb.jeots, beeause he di~ not have ,suffioient knowledge of the I 
temperament and custama of the people 0' whom he wrote, he criticised ! 

------- ----,----_._-----' 
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George Eliot'l!I wRomo1a" (2) because he l!Iaid that she did not understand 

the Italian tamper~ent suff~ient1y well. For that reason she did not 

represent her subjects truthfully. 

Goodness. 
Tennyson felt that knowledge and beauty a1ane were not suffioient for 

great poetry; wedded to each other they did not suffice. Here. one might 

say. Tennyson revealed his nooility of soul and the high ideals which were 

always before his mind. Goodness was necessary and this seemed to have 

beeD singularly English in its oonoe~tion. He spoke of reYerence for duty 

as the supreme law of life, the subordination of all ideals to the moral 

ideal. In one of his earliest poeml!l, "Oenonea he tells us 

Selt-reverence. self-knowledge. self control, 
These three alone lead life to sovereiga power. (3) 

lle indicated the rules of lite hI the. tolloring lines:: . 
•••• to live by law 

Acting the law we live by without fear. 
And because right is right. to follow right. (4) 

In many of his poems TeIllltYscm treated of sensual love. and regarded 

this passion, when refined and idtlalized, as a powerful factor in goodness 

of life: its office 

• • •• not only to keep down the base iJm man, 
But teach high thoughts and amiable words, 
And loye of truth. and all that makes a man. (5) 

Severe criticism has been leveled at Te~8OD because of this attitude 
I i but he felt, -- and. the writings of the greatest poets ta the English 

I language will witness the universality of this conception, -- that the 

i object of poetry is to convey to the mind of man a message which shall 
I ll1i't him ab"". him.elf' end make hllll not only happier but better. 
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Their interrelatiaa ~love). 
- COlIS ldered in t e light of Tel1m.'yson' s philosophical background, one 

call' see how he blended these three 0 eneepts of beauty, knowledge or truth, 

and goodness into a unit. While, in the abstraot, one ean distinguish 

with a oertain clarity the emotional, the intellectual, and the moral life, 

they so. fuse 'and blend when oonsidered iDl the eoncre'te that even the 

imperfect tus ion of them in linguistic endeavors, according to TellBYson, 

lessened the quality of these endeavors. 

This idea was reiterated by Matthew Arnold, fifty years after 

Tennyson expressed it, in the words: 

Human nature is built up ot three 
powers, a power for beauty, a power for conduct ( and a power 
for knowledge, and they cannot be isolated. (6) 

Knowledge is the substance of the intellectual life, beauty of the 

emotional, and goodness ot the moral, while science can be regarded as the 

minister and the expression of knowledge, art as the minister and expressio 

of beauty, and, from one angle at least, religion will be recognised as 

the minister and expression of a morality that extends through and beyond 

human experience into the regions of the Infinite and the Eternal. 

When these three (beauty, knowledge, and goodness) blended harmoniousl 

Tennyson felt that one had the materials for a perfeot poem. He felt that 

no self-realization or self-expression could consistently or progressively 

be recorded unles s it had referenoe to the interests of the whole human 

fsmilYJ and since art, soience, and morality were modes of self_realizatioaj 

and self-expression, it followed that eaoh of the three embraced the 

general progressive good of mankind. Therefore nane of them was independen 

of the others, for none might negleot a power whioh worked equally for the ! 
general good. I 

I 

I .-.-______ J 
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When TennysOD said 
he that shuts love out. in tUrDl shall be shut 

out from love. 

he was speaking of the harmonious relat ions between man 

and man. between man and his. surroundings. In other words. if in the puraui 

of art the mind aims at the higher good. the work of art will be of the 

highest order as well as of the highest perfection. If on the other hand, 

the artist aims only at artistic effect he will ~robably fall short of that 

mark. Stated in another form. one must say that art. science. morality, 

are not antagonistio until one or more of the three make ~ attenpt to 

dominate another or the others. 

This then would be T8l'll!l1YBon' s theory of literature, and more particular 

ly of poetry. In the succeeding portion of this thesis we will try to 

show. principally in Tennyson's own words, the poet '8 vocation. and the 

relation of beauty, knowledge, and goodness in formiDg what Tennyson would 

call true poetry. 

----..-~-----
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CHAPTER n. 

The poet's vocation. 

Int roduct ion. 
The poet in a golden c1bae was born 

With golden stars above, 
Dowered with the hate ot hate, the scorn ot scorn, 

The love ot love. (1) 

Thus TelmYsCID begins his poem on "The Poet", and in it the fundamental 

qualifications ot the poetic nature are very well expressed. The poet must 

be born, but as Tenl!lYson otten said, he must also be made. (2) Perhaps 

the most beautiful expression ot this birth and training is found in 

ttyerlin and the Gleam." TeDllJ801l speaks ot the poet, waking to the touoh 

of the wizard and learning trem him the magic ot poetry, learning it frOll 

nature, from humanity, from everything about h:im beoause all things are 

illuminated by the poetio imagination, by the "Gleam--

Mighty the Vlilard 
Who tound lite at sunrise 
Sleeping, and woke me 
And 1ea~'d me Kagicl 
Great the Master, 
And sweet the Magic, 
When over the valley, 
!D early .ummel's, 
Over the moantam, 
On human faoes, 
And all around me, 
Moving to melody, 
Floated the Gleam. (3) 

• 

One is here t~mpted to quote the passage from Schelling which oontains, 

essentially, the same thought. He writesa 

The artist, however full ot 
design he is, yet, in respect of that vmich is properly objective 
in his produotion, seems to stand under the influence of a' 
power which separates him tran all other men and 0 anpels hia 
to deolare or represent things which he himself has not 
oomplete1y seen through, and whose import is infinite. (4) 

We have seen that Tennysam: divided the content ot poetry into beaut,., 

-..knowledge .. , SDd goodDesa. ;we win now proofed with his oo~""!p:p' of the ___ , 
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poet under these aspects. 

The poet and beautl. 
rennyson contends that the poet must be born and made. In 0 ons ideriDg 

the first division of poetic content with relation to the poet, we must 

oonsider him in his sensatiTe faculties. TenlllY'soJl would have the poet 

develop his poetic facility rather than rely on innate abilities. He felt 

that artistic facility must be acquired, but he would hardly daDy Coleridge' 

dictum that the poet must be borm with a certain 

delight in richness and 
sweetness of sound -- a sense of musical delight, with the power 
of producing it. (5) 

He would only say that the poet, to become 8. real artist, must acquire 8. 

ocmmand over this sense as well a8 OYer language; that the artist must 

havtl his sensitive faculties under control, for beauty cannot be given free 

rein, but must be subservient to the cammon good, must be content to be 

one of the "three sisters." 

Experience had taught Te~som the indispensableness of material skill 

to one who seeks to express himself in the forms of art. He rec ogni~ed that 

a poet must be master of the medium through which he gives his ideas 

substance. He believed that, although the poet must have the natural 

endowments for his work, he must also labor to gain artistic skill. Severa] 

times during his life he made comments on writers in whan; he deplored the 

fact that they did not discipline their minda, that they did not observe 

a oertain self-restraint, that they had not learned to wed sense and sound; 

in other words he felt that a poet had been born but had done little or 

nothing to improve his talent. 



The poet and lmowledge. 
- Knowledge, we can infer frcm TeIlD;yson's writings, consists in a liberal 

education, an interest in the classics, in science, in philosophy, plus a 

oontinued reading in these fields. Judging frcm Tennyson IS methods of 

study, one may infer that he did not demand a thorough research in anyone 

field, but rather a suff10ient knowledge about various fields of learning 

to prevent the poet from falling into serious error. The poet, in other 

words, must have a sufficiency of knowledge to enable him to express the 

truth. 

The poet must know that his work is like seed from wh10h spring 

truths, until 

Truth was multiplied an truth, the world 
Like one great garden sholl"d 

And thro t the wreaths of floating dark upourl'd 
Rare sunrise flow'd. (6) 

Nature and a knowledge of nature are requisites for authentic poets. 

The poet must learn to commune with nature, to observe the various phases 

of nature, and read iD tham the thoughts, the hidden meanings which he m 

turn conveys to his readers. 

It is not till after this communing with 
nature in her aeoracy that the soul will be fit to live among 
the shining treasures of art. (7) 

Above all, the poet must possess a deep~r insight, his mind must see 

higher, grander thoughts than it is given to the ordinary m~ to see, and 

when he has oompleted his course of life, we must be able to say that he 

Saw thro' life and death, thro' good and ill, 
lie saw throe his own soul, 

The marvel of the everlasting will 
An open scroll 

Bef.ore him lay. {a) 

-_._---, ,------
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The poet and goodness. 
I poet, acoording to Tennyson, could not write great poetry whioh was 

morally elerun unless he himself were pure of heart. As for the poetry, 

TeDD1son once said: 

Catullu8 says that a poet'. lines may be impure, 
provided his life is pure. I don't agree with h~J his 
verses fly muoh farther than he does. (9) 

T~e and again, T~son is insisting on the necessity for morality both in 

the life of the writer and in the work produoed. The poet must be 

Dowered with the hate of hate, the soorn of scorn, 
The love of love. (10) 

'The rarer powers of feeling must also be known to hbt above other men .. 

He must have felt the buffets of experience, yet the vision of the ideal 

must have remained 8Vtlr before h~. In the midst of the disturbances ot 

life, he must surmount the material things, and, as a spirit communing with 

a spirit, he must sense the divine reality back of it all. 

The poet's miss ion. 
It was Ttlnnyson's "-elief that nery great poet had a mission in the 

proper sense of the word. He marked off frOB his fellows, the poet who 

must have what Cicero oa11s "magna et divina bona, It great and singular 

endowments. These endowments were distinct fro. temperament, from environ

ment, from heredity. One cannot easily sum this up in a formula or 

explain by analysis, but among the highest and truest qualities we must 

reckon what Krause oalls ·Schauen:- vision and intuition. The poet is, 

in a sense, a seer, a man whose eyes are opened. He speaks that which he 

knows, he testifies that which he has seen flashing in his soul or soaring 

~ his fancy. Wordsworth has expressed this in some lines of the -Preludelt 

Poets, EJ'I'en as prophets, each with each 
Connected in a mighty scheme of truth, 
Have each of his own peouliar faoulty; 
Heaven's gift. (11) 

--"""--~------' 



Tennyson's conception of the poet's mission was, rightly or wrongly, 

the conception of a new age which he envisioned as enlightened and 

fruotified by the poet's thoughts. In this age the august figure of Freedaa 

would rise to inaugurate a rule of wisdCllll that was to supplant the old 

tyranny of foroe. 

No sword 
Of wrath her right arm whirled, 

But one poor poet's scroll, and with his word 
She shook the world. (12) 

In other words, Tennyson believed that the great poet would not antioipate 

the thoughts of his age, he would only antioipate their expression. He 

would say what is in the heart of the people, and say it so beautifully, 

so luoidly, so strongly, that he would became their voice. 

The }Joet'. Tooation is not only to produoe that whioh delights but 

that which enlightens and uplifts. Knowledge must enter through the senses, 

and beauty will facilitate this entrance. When truth has entered, goodness 

should follow, because it is meant to be inseparable from true knowledge. 

(Unfortunately Tenmyson does not oonsider here, that man's free will 

must play its part. To know the truth of purity is not necesaarily and 

inseparably to ohoose the goodness of purity. JIorace's "Video meliora 

proboque, deteriora sequor" shows that poet's reoognition of this truth. 

Ten~son, like Arnold and others of his t~e and ours, did not distinguish 

between what they wished should be, ~d what, in reality, was. It is not 

our purpose here as we unfold Te~an's oritioal thought, to endorse 

everything he says. It is our Plrpose to unfold that thought as we feel 

Tennyson would have expressed it, had he synthesised his own critioal ideas. 

In the introduotion to "The Palace of Art," the poet asks himself 

as he searohes for his duty, "Shall I love art andbe&uty which I shape il!Il 

art for the sake of art alone, bea~ty for beauty only; knowledge for the 



sake ot the beauty it brings to me? Shall I live, apart fro.. the world 

of men, and work with no desire to help, exalt, or console the blind and 

ugly herd ot mem?- This question is still asked by poets, and some 

66. 

answer, ~es, beauty only, beauty for its own sake; art without any a~ of 

love in it; art tD isolation fran mankindZ- Than they retire to a sheltered 

solitude and sing their song, alone, refusing to hear, behind their hushed 

tapestries, the cry of human sorrow for human love. What is their fate? 

They lose love, for love is only gained by lovingJ and they lose the beauty 

they desire to grasp, for beauty is the child of love. Finally, having nolll'e 

to love, and therefore nothing to take them out of themselves, they are 

wholly thrown upon themselves. Their only CompaniOD is self, and this leads 

to frustration, disappointment, discontent. 

The poet may not live alone, apart fra. the world; he has a duty to 

hilt fellowS' and, to pertorm: this duty, he must remain in contaot with them, 

he must make his message as pleasant as possible, but must keep in mind that 

the matter of poetry is truth and that the end of poetry is goodness, 

because 
for this 

Was oommon 0 lay ta' en fr om c ommOD earth 
Itoulded by God, and temper'd with the tears 
Of angels to the perfeot shape of man. (13) 

I The poet's vocation is to achieve this end with the means provided for him, 

III means which are his partly as a natural endowment (genius) and partly 

through his OWD study and practice (artistic ability). 

I TEWJJYSan considered that the poet must be inapired m his writing. 

I He could not, as sane would have him, "write to order. D Those who wish 

I this 

I 
think that a poet can write poems to order as a bootmaker makes 
boots. (14-) 

I i He a1lto critioised the magazines and newspapers of the day because -they 

'-pounce up'~ ever~hing they can get hold ~ft1 and thus -demoralize 1iterature-! 
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ffaving recorded his inspiration, the author must correct and revise it, fa 

other words, must allow it to mature 1m.to a perfect whole. Yet, bt. this he 

must go counter to the wishes of the people for "this age gives an author 

no time to mature his works.,t (15) 

A poet who rejects the principles laid down by Te~son. especially in 

regard to the co-ordination betweeD. beauty, knowledge, and goodness, and ill 

interest in his fellow men, is as 

A sinful soul possess'd of many gifts, 
A spac ious gaJ"den fu 11 of flowering weeds, 
A glorious devil, large in heart and brain, 
That did love Beauty only, (B)eauty seellli 
In all varieties of m.oild and mind) 
And Knowledge for its beauty; ot if Good, 
Good only for its beauty. (16) 

However, the poet who follows the principles enunt1ated, who controls 

his genius and increases his artistic attainments, w11l produce work of 

which we must acknowledge that others 

have sung many songs, 
BUt never a one so gay, 

For he sings of what the world will be 
When the years have died away. (17) 

Summa~. 
: Tennyson's comception of the poe't, thought takes precedence OTer 

emotion, morality over beauty. It is much the s~e ill "The Palace of Art. " 

Had he been a music ian, or a painter, or both, had he possessed Browning's 

appreciative fondness for those arts, he might have done more justice to 

I the singer as such, and have claimed for hhm (or demanded of him) firs ... 

the faculty of song. la other words, he would have distinguished the 

emotional beauty of the artist and the moral or intellectual beauty that 
I 
I the artist shares with less canprehensive souls. The greater includes the 

less, the poet must be a singer first, as was Tennyson. Fortunately his 

theories did not affect his pra~tice. 



A fitting olose to this treatise on the poet and his mission or 

vocaticm oanes in the advioe given by T8!1Dy'son to the poets who willi follow 

him. 

Ere it vanishes 
Over the marg1rl!, 
After it, follow it 
Follow the Gleam. be) 
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Introduct ion. 

CHAP.rER XII. 

Beauty. or the form of poetry. 

a. :Metrical elements. 

70. 

The treatment of this phase of poetry falls into two natural divisions. 

the treatment of meter and the treatment of language. Contrary to the 

expectations of many. Tennyson does not deal mainly wiith metrical and 

linguistic critio ism. However. he has cited quotations from a number of 

poems from almost every period of litei'ature to emphasize his opinions and 

this will. I hope. prove of iDterest. 

Poetry is an art because its first objeot is to give pleasure 
through the perfection of form. Without delight it is a vain 
thing. (1) 

Thus writes Van Dyke. and Coleridge; 

To please me. a p:oem must be either 
music or sense; it it is neither. I confess I cammot interest 
myself in it. (2) 

TennysOrt agreed with Van Dykets dictum. or rather. Van Dyke's dictum 

agrees with the opinion held by TenDY'son. but the latter gives positive 

opinions while Van Dyke's statement is negative. Tenuys~ admired the 

sound of German. its great sonorous words. 

but he oonfessed it to be 
untranslatablec and held that its music could not be rendered 
in English. (3) . 

I This seems to have been TenDYsQD's opinion of all'toreign languages. 

It was TennysOJl[ts opinion that metrical achemes used in foreign 

languages could not De used with the same effect. in English. He felt that 

the meter must be adapted to the language and that certain meters were 

especially adapted to eaoh language. English _s best fitted for use 1m 

blank verse and it is em this subject that he ocmmt'9nted most. 
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Hexameter. 
With regard to the use of hexameters in English, he felt that they were 

fit only for oamio subjects, 

though of course you might go on with 
perfect hexameters of the following kind, but they would grow 
monotonous $ 

High woods roaring above me, dark leaves falling about me. (4) 

The experiment in quantity, entitled "'On Translations of Hamer" emphasises 

this point. 

These lame hexameters the strong wing 'd music of Hamer: 
No -- but a most burlesque barbarous exp~r±ment. 

When was a harsher sound eTer heard, ye Muses, in England? 
When did a trog coarser croat upon our Helicon? 

Hexameters no worse than daring Germany gave us, 
Barbarous exper~ent, barbarous hexameters. (5) 

A fn stray dicta may be recorded here before we take up>' the subject 

of blank verse. T~so. felt that 

Milton, our "mighty~outh'd inventor 
of harmonies" must have framed his meter upon that "'ocean-roll 
cf rhythm· which underlies the hexameters of Vergil, quoting 
as a perfect example the four lines, "Continuo ventis surgentibus· 
(Geor. I. 356), in which the rising of a stor.. is painted. (6) 

S~ilarly he was deeply moved b~ the Raman dignity which Horace 
~parted to the Sapphic ta the non enim gazae ••• " (Book II; 16), 
although in general Tennyson did not aanire the Horatian 
treatment of that meter, which he would audaciously define, 
alluding to the '*Adonic fourth line, as "like a pig with its 
tail tightly curled." (1) 

Tennyson admired Keats' use of meter very much. He once said, 

eompare the hea"Y handling of my worlananship with the exquis ite 
lightness of touch in Keatsl (S) 

And of Burns: 

Read the exquisite songs of Burns, in shape, each of them 
has the perfection of a berry; in light the radiance of the 
dewdrop. ( 9) 

I 

I~ 



alan}: verse. 
Tennyson said of writing poetry: 

S~le poems with simple thoughts and 
in simple language are most diff'ioult to write. I might say that 
in blank: verse "the easiest things are hardest to be done.... (10) 

He oompared it to Gothic arohitecture. The latter 

is like blank verse, it 
will suit the humblest oottage and the grandest cathedral. (11) 

• 

Yet he felt that the English people, the reviewers, the literati, and the 

common people, did not understand the pertection which could be achieved by 

blank verse, nor did they understand the variations whioh must be employed 

and the labor whioh the finest blank verse demands of' the writer. 

The English public think that blank verse is the easiest thing 
in the world to write, mere prose cut up into five-foot lines;; 
whereas it is one of the most diffioult. In a blank verse you 
can have fran three up to eight beatsJ but, if you vary the beats 
unusually, your ordinary newspaper critic sets up' a howl. The 
varying of the beats, of' the construction of the feet, of the 
emphasis, of' the extra~etrical syllables, of the pauses, helps 
to make the greatness of' blank verse. (12) 

Variations of the meter were disliked by ordinary readers, 
such as 

Dust, and the points of lancers bicker in it, 

the short syllables expressing the movement of the light. He 
instanced Virgil's "Et vera incessu patuit dea,· and wondered 
how many soholars saw the greatness of movement of such a line. (13) 

Almost any prose can be cut up into blank verse, but blank 
verse becomes the finest vehicle of thought in the language of' 
Shakespeare and Milton. As f'ar as I am aware, no one has notioed 
what great AellChyleazz lines there are in Shakespeare, particularly 
in King John. For instanoe: 

The burning crest 
Of' the old, f'eeble, and day-wearied sun, 

or again, 
The sepulchre 

Hath oped his ponderous and marble jaws. (14) 

As an example of Milton's power in the use of blank verse, he quoted, on his 

eighty-third birthday, "with profoundest a~iratiom,· 

--------------------------------,---
j 



That proud honour claimed 
Alazel as his right, a cherub ball 
Who forthwith from glittering staff unfurl'd 
The imperial ensigJlJ which full high advanced, 
Showed like a meteor streaming to the wind, 
With gems and golden lUltre rioh emblazed, 
Seraphic arms and trophies, all the while 
Sonorous metal blowing martial sounds. 

~t a grand line'- Then he quoted= 

What wanton pass ions in the sacred p'orch 
Ezekiel saw, when by the vision led 
His eye survey'd the dark idolatries 
Of alienated Judah. 

This is very like Virgil in its movement (he continued). If 
Virgil is to be translated it ought to be in this elaborate kind 
of blank verse. (15) 

To this reference to the translation of Virgil, we may add another referenoe 

by Tennyson to the subjeot. 

In Dryden's time they did not understand, or 
anyhow had forgotten how to write blank verse. Yet his f8-raphrase 
of Virgil is stronger than any of his translations. (16) 

It is very difficult in blank verse to give descriptions, such 
&s a so that sport -- the patron with his curls,· fraa the Princess 
and at the same time to retain poetical elevation. (17) 

Telll!llY'son insisted that the employment of rhyme would have made this muoh 

easier. 

In criticizing an article om blank v~rse whioh appeared in the 

·Speotator,~ he observe'. 

I have been reading iD the Spectator that 
Wordsworth and Keats are great masters of blank verse. It might 
be true of Wordsworth at his best. Blank verse can be the 
finest mode of expression in our language. (18) 

A 11 iterat ion. 
Another subject treated by Tenmysaa is that of alliteration. In this 

respeot, Tennyson would reply to the opinion of ahow studiedly alliterative" 

his verses were. J 
When I spout my lines first they come out so alliterativel 

that I have sometimes no end of trouble in getting rid of the i 
alliterati~n* (19) J 



Sibilation. 
The ii,!_,!_S ound" seemed to hm the most common offeltse, and the one 

whioh called for correction before all others. He quoted fraa !bpe: 

What dire ofrense fram amorous oauses springs. 

"Amrus causb springs, It horrible! I would sooner die than write. 
such a line: Archbishop Trench was the only oritic who said of 
my first volume, "What singular abseme of the !,J'" (20) 

Tennyson oalled the elimination of the 's' 

k1ek~ the geese out of the 
boat (i.e. doing away with sibilations); •••• I never put two 
's s' together 1a any verse of mine.' My line is not, as often 
qUoted 

And freedan broadens slowly dow.m 
but 

And freedan slowly broadens down. (21) 

When this fault appeared in William Collins' poetry: 

What a bad, hissiDg 
line is that in the poem on the death of Thanson, 

The year's best sweets shall duteous rise. (22) 

Campbell's- unquantitative line 

The sentinel stars set their watch in the sky, 

is as bad as the following line is good: 

!he weary to sleep and the wounded to die. (23) 

In disoussing Poe's "Raven" TennysoD said he thought it too artificial, 

and as regards that writer's 

ingenious narrative, in one of his prose 
essays, how the whole poem had been generated first fran the 
vowel '0', then from the word more, and so forth evem: to the 
detai1s-; he would not accept; it""" was another piece of 
artifioiality. (24) 

.. I 
I 

--------________ J 
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b. Linguistic elements. 

Words. 
All the char.m of all. the muses often flowering in a lonely word. 

(25) 
Thus the poem liTo Virgil· suggests the importance which Tennyson placed aD 

the use of words. Speaking of an unpublished poem of his own, Tenn:wson 

quoted the line 

That all the thrones are clouded by your loss 

and asked his companion if he 

saw why he had used the word clouded instead 
of darkened or another. "It makes you think of a great mountain," 
he said. (26) 

Tennyson spoke of the richness of the English language due to its double 

origin, the Nor.man and the Saxon words, commenting, for example, on the 

difficulty which would be experienced by a foreigner in seeing the difterenc 

between 

and 
An infant crying for the light (21) 

A babz crying for the light, 

yet the first was beautiful while the second would have been ridiculous .. 

Phrases. 
Again his poem to "Virgil" speaks of 

AU the chosen coin of fa:ncy flashing out front many a 
golden phrase. (28) 

On this subject, also, his remarks are enlightening. W. E. H. tacky 

speaks of Te~an's admirable verbal memory for the poetry ot others and 

for his own and on the true instinct of a genius for detectiDg among the 

canmonplace surroundings some happy phrase and original metaphor. (29) 

I Tennyson pointed out the line in WaIte's MBurial of Sir John Moorelt 

I From the field of hi. fame, fre.h and gory, (30) I 

L;. w::;:::~::~t p~~:~:::-:~e. T:p~':: ._r_:_:_:_l_::· .~;~~t:entiV.ly I 
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jarring note. 

Commenting unfavorably on -The Bridge of Sighs" by Thomas Hood and the 

"Battle of the Balt1c" by Thomas Campbell, T8llJI1YSon noted similar defects. 

lIt the first poem the phrase "her evil behavior" was oonsidered a defect 

while Itthe infelicitous 'mermaid 'a song c andoles' of the latte' tempted 

him to remark, 

How easily could a little blot like this be curedl (:51) 

1fe lamented that Campbell in the "Battle of the Baltic" had spoilt the 

inten6e reality and truthfulness of one of the noblest patriotic odes in 

the language of the poem by one false and jarring note= 

And the mer.maid's song condoles. (32) 

On another ocoasion, after readimg aloud tle poem "Go not, hap'W 

daT." t'rom "l4aud"'. Tennyson pointed out how his -red man"' and "red babe" 

were 
eft'ectiTe points ot' crimson 1m: that rosy landscape. (33) 

In Wordsworth's works, there was a certain inequality, a 

heavines s of style seen somewhat too often i:m: poems, the 
subjects ot' which more or less defied successtul treatment. 
In these. Wordsworth seemed thick-ankled. (34) 

I Tennyson ventured also. to make merry over the following 1mes of Samuel 

I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

Johnson: 
Let observation with extensive view 
Survey mankind, from China. to Peru. 

Why did he not say "let observation, with extensive observation, 
observe extensivel,,· (35) 

This poem of Samuel Jolmson met with a similar critic i_ frClll Coleridge. 

Tennyson thought that Wor·dsworth was justified in saying "The moOD: 

looked round her with delight when the heavens were bare, It but that 

AlexaDder Smith. ·a poet of considerable promise," went too far when he 

spoke of the wave, "a ,ride wooing the sho~e.· He said the same of 
I 

Kingsley, that "the cruel, crawling wave" was too muoh like a live oreature.1 
___ (36) I 
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When he talked of the "grand atyle" of poetic diction he would emphasise 

his opinion that he considered that of lIilton even finer than that of Virgil 

"the lord of language.- (37) Yet he did not wish language to be distorted 

or foroed. To an aspiring poet he wrote. 

you make our good old English 
tongue orack and sweat for it oooasionally, but t:1Dle will 
ohasten that. (38) 

Comparing Pope and Dryden, his canment was 

what a difference between 
Popels little poisonous barbs and Dryden's strong inveotivel 
And howmuoh more real poetic foroe there is 1D Drydenl Look 
at Popes 

He said, observant of the blue-eyed maid, 
Then in the sheath return Id the shining blade: 

Then at Dryden: 

Be said; with surly faith observed her word 
And 1D the sheath re luctant plunged the sword. (39 ) 

W. E. B. Lacky, in discussing ByrOl!I., once quoted the passage in liThe 

Giaour~ beginning, 

He who hath bent h~ o'er the dead 
Ere the first day of death is fled, 

o anparing Greeoe to the dead man in the moment after death. TerulWsoll 

admitted its beauty, but said that to his taste the idea was too beaten out. 

A Greek poet would have conveyed it by a single stroke. 
He would have said tt:The face of the land is as the smile of 
the dead. It ( 40) 

Tennyson admired the form and tenterness of Catullus. Be is the 

the tenderest of Roman poets, he would say, and quote the lines frca Quinti

lian's death ending with 

Quo desiderio veteres renovamus &mores 
ktque oU. amis.as flemus amicitias; 

lines whioh he would tranalate by four lines from one of Shakespeare's 

sonnets 



Then C8.l1 I drO'W21t an eye, unused to flow 
For pre~ious friends hid ill death'sdateless night, 
And weep afresh love's long since c8.l1oelled woe 
And moan the expense of many a vanish' d sight. (41) 

He pointed out the following lines of Gray, as being among the most liquid 

lines in any language:: 

Also 

Tho' he interit 
.or the pride, nor ample pinion 
That the Theb8.l1 eagle bear, 
Sail ing with supreme dc:amion 
Thrcugh the aaure deep of air. (42) 

And drowsy tinklings lull the distant folds. (43) 

• 

He had a profound admiration for -Tintern Ab~ but eveD ta that poem 

he considered Wordsworth had shown a want of literary instinot, or whatever 

it may be oalled. He thought it, too long. He pointed out that the word 

"again" occurs four times in the first fourteem lines, that the sixth and 

seventh lines might have been more terse. -Something like this," he said 

extemporising on the spur of the manent: 

That makes a lone place lonelier. (44) 

Tennyson greatly praised the line "Whose dwelling is the light of 

setting suns" •••• -the permanent in the transitory;'" and said emphatically 

that putting aside a great deal that Wordsworth had written which was not by 

any means first rate, he thought 

Wordsworth's very best is the beat 
in ita way that has been sent out by the mcderns. (45) 

There were passages where Wordsworth injured the beauty of his poetry by 

the 
introduetian of flat 8.l1d essentially prosaid phrases, such as 
"'for several hours· which occurs in his "Prelude" in the description 
of the Simplom. (46) 

• 
At other times he attempted to translate prosaic thought into poetic ! 

1 language and became too diffuse as m "The Excursion-, where Temryson Cites ' 

J 



r as an example "s.rui Bitting _he graB. partook the 

from China fS herb.'" 
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fragrant beverage drawn 

Why could he not have said -and sitttng o~ the grass had tea?~ (47) 

A reference was made to the lines, in Campbell's "Battle of the Baltic,

But the might of England flushed 
To anticipate the sceneJ 

and Tennyson remarked that nit was the most faulty line in the piece.- But 

when reference was made to the entil'e passage: 

Hearts of oak: our captains cried;: when each gum: 
With its adamantine lips 
&pre ad a death-shade round the ships 
Like the hurricane eclipse 
Of the sun; 

Tennyson considered these lines very fine. (48) 

His critioism of Milton, is the most complete we have. It is quoted 

at length in its proper place, but a few notes here will suffice. With 

regard to the language of Milton, he pointed out, ~ Paradise Lost, Book II, 

line 635, 
Up to the fiery concave towering high, 

and said 
What s~ile was ever so vast as this? (49) 

1m Book IV, about line 130, he said that the sylvan scene and the 

gentle gales "fanning their Odoriferous wings" were undoubtedly commonplaoe 

expressions in his own tjme but that Milton had introduced the style. (50) 

Ke pointed out the lines: 

am:d 

and, 

and said, 

Groves whose rich trees wept odorous gums and balm, 

And sweet reluctant amorous delay, 

And in the ascending scale 
Of Heaven, the stars that usher evening rose; 

What liquid linesJ (81) 
I 

I 
-_._---- '--------------- ----______ 1 
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And of the last line quoted, 

This is lovely because it is full of vowels, 
which are all different. It is even a more beautiful line than 
those where the repetition of the s~e voWels or of the same 
oonsonants sometimes are so melodious. (52) 

Milton's proper names are often chosen for their full sounds, 

Ariel and Ariooh and the violenoe of Ramiel. (53) 

This is a rushing line that describes the lightning course of 
his (God fS) wrath --

Eternal wrath 
Burnt after them to the bottomless pit. (54) 

This is a magnificent line, 

Silence, ye troubled waves, and thou, deep, peacel 

How much finer than "and, billOWS, peace," the proper soansion, 
this break is, and the alliteration how subtle, "and thou, 
deep, peaoe."Z (55 . 

i 
I 
! 
! 
I 

.-_-_._-_ ... _------j 
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CRAPrER XIII. 

:Knowledge (truth). or the matter of poetry. 

a. Introductory observations. 

85. 

The highest object of poetry is to oonvey to the mind of man a message 

which shall lift him and make him not only happier but better. The oentral 

idea of a poem must be vital and creative; it must haVtt p<>wer to sustain 

itself in our minds while we read; it must be worked out·~oherentl,. and yet 

it must suggest that it bttlongs to a larger truth whose depths are unexplore 

and inaooessible. 

The message of art is not to be oonfounded with its ultimate aim or its 

ideal. Unfortunately. the ideal of art is often obsoured by the cr~e of 

sense. The function of art is to express the splendor of truth. and the 

modern man in large part has either denied outright or become skeptical of 

truth. The ideal lost. he has been thrOW1!I baok upon the mechanism of a.rt. 

We therefore have muoh finished painting. wrought to an exquisite nicety of 

detail, but barren of the ideal; we have elaborate versifioation. but little 

true poetry; muoh building, but little arohitecture; a vast deal of for.mal 

symbolism, but little true spirituality. There is neither ins~iration nor 

aspiration where there is no ideal; no ideal where truth is negleoted or 

denied. Truth is the root of art. Sapless and barren. therefore, the 

product of the art effort without it. We must have more art and less 

artifiee. 

This. in swmmary. is an expression of what Tennyson believed. It is 

a belief recorded in suoh a way as to show forth these principles and these 

ideas. Based principally on a study of Tenuyson's poetry, they are really 

the same as his judgments pronounoed on the poetry of others. 

In Tennyson's poem ttThe Poet" metaphor and imagery are otten contused; 
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but we gather that the poet in his theory attaches more importance to truth 

in poetry than to beauty; yet, as a matter of fact, no artist in verse has 

laboured harder than Tennyson to attain perfection of beauty. 



b. Tennyson's theory in ragard to the matter of poetry. 

Choice of sub~eot. 
Tennyson said that 

exoept ing the poems suggested by the simple, 
old-world olassical subjects, he had mostly drawn his scenes 
in England, beoause he oould not truly portray the atmosphere 
of foreign lands. (1) 

He added that he thought "Romolalt a mistake; because George Eliot had nob 

87. 

been able to enter into the complex Italian life and oharacter, however much 

she might have studied them in books. He he1d the necessity of familiarity 

with the subject one wishes to treat, yet he also felt that there were 

subjects which oould be treated without the knowledge whose absenoe he 

regretted in George Eliot's book. His son writes that 

he purposely chose 
those olassioal subjects from mythology and legend, whioh had been 
before but imperfectly treated, or of which the stories were 
slight, so that he might have free scope for his imagination. (2) 

After a study of the subject matter of Te~on's poetry, one would 

conclude that he would not recommend the treatment of classical subjects 

if the author had not by study and meditation, been able to enter into the 

Greek thought and spirit. That he, himself, was able to do this is scarcely 

questioned by anyone familiar with his works. 

!mag ina t ion. 
In the discussion of imagination, Tennyson has made several very 

interesting oomment,s. He said on one oocasion, 

I em told by a certain 
gentleman that this mill is the original mill in the IIMiller's 
Daughter," and that oak was the ItTalking Oak," and that hall 
-Lockaley Hall."' Never anything of the sort. Why do they give 
the poet no credit for imagination? The power of poetical 
creation seams to be utterly ignored now. This modern realism 
is hateful, and destroys all poetry. No man with an imagination 
can be tied down for his ideal. Turner was an imaginative 
painter, and how absurd it would be to aocaant for same of his 
works. (3) 



Again, in answer to the Bishop of Ripon IS question whether they were 

right who interpreted the thr~e ladies who accompanied King Arthur om his 

las~ voyage as Faith, Hope, and Charity, he replied ·with a touch of 

tntelleetual impatience:" 

They do and they do not. They are those graces, 
but they are much more than those. I hate to be tied doWn to 
say, "This means that, It because the thought m the image is much 
more than the definition suggested or any specific interpretation 
advanced. The truth is wider than the form, yet the form was a 
shelter for the truth. It is this meaning, but not only thisf 
truth must be able to transeend any form in which it may be 
presented. (4) 

Here the second Lord Te~son records, that 

as for many meanings of the 
poem my father would affirm, "Poetry is like shot-silk with 
many glancing colors. Every reader must find his own inter
pretation according to his ability, and according to his sympathy 
with the poet.~ (5) 

8 • 

This is probably the reason why he replied to one who had asked him to 

write an ode for a particular occasion, 

No, certamly not; writing to order 
is what I hate. They think a poet ean write poems to order as 
a bootmaker makes boots. (6) 

lJm reply to an aspiring poet who sent him a volume of poetry in order to . 
seoure his opinion, he wrote; 

Humor. 

~ joy was all the fresher and the greater 
in thus suddenly ooming OD a poet of such fine l~rical impulse 
and of so r ioh half-or jental an imagination. (7) 

!n a letter to Miss Sellwood (later his wife) he wrote: 

I dare not tell 
how high I rate humor which is generally most fruitful in the most 
solemn hum~ spirits. Dante is full of it, Shakespeare, Cervantes, 
and almost all the greatest have been pregnant with this glorious 
power. You will find it even in the gospel of Christ. (8) 
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Plagiarism. 
• HUmor and imagination will, doubtless, bring to; JIlind the ott-reyeated 

charge ot plagiariam which is pronoumced by those not entirely in sympathy 

with Tennyson's works. On this point, the poet speaks olaarly. 

People 
accused Virgil ot plagiarising, but it a man made it his own, 
there is no har.m in that (look at the great poets, Shakespeare 
inoluded) ••••• He quoted Goethe's "Du bist eiD Narrt" (9) 

He himself had been -most absurdly accused ot plagiarising,· e.g., 

ItThe moanings of the haneless sea," "Moanings" fran Horaoe, fthomeless" froa 

Shelley. 

As it no one else had heard the sea mOaB except Horace. 

lIe quoted also tram the "Princess" "'l1ke bottom agates in claar 8eas," 

etc., and said that he had been acoused ot taking it partly from Beawnont 

and Fletoher, and partly trom Shakespeare, but that he himself invented the 

simile (while bathing in Wales.) (10) 

JUs admiration tor Burns was rather inoreased than dhlinished by the 

skill with which this poet, by Ltew 8troke8 ot genius, immortalised so many 

of the old songs of Sootland and im:corporated great parts of them in his own 

poetry. 

Burns did for the old songs ot Scotland almost what Shakespeare has 
done for the English drama that pTeoeded him. (11) 

Translation. 
He was asked, or at any rate it was suggested, by F. T. Palgrave, that 

he translate Pindar. 

He smiled and said that in his mind the benefit ot 
translation rested with the translator. These were memorable 
words; but I fanC7 that ancient poets were at the moment before 
him. A decision even more trenchant by Shelley OD the praotioal 
impossibility ot translating poetry will be remembered by sane 
readers. (12 ) 

_Why do you not write an Iqyll upon the story of Ruth?" he was asked. He 

answered with a tone.of deep .. conviction:Do .you .think I could make it. 
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more poetical?" (13) 

Select iem. 
on another occasion, speaking about reticence in art, he said, 

I agree with Wordsworth that art is selection. Look at Zola for 
instance, he shows the evils of the world without the Ideal. His 
art becomes monstrous, therefore, because he does not practice 
selection. In the noblest genius there is need ot self-restraint. 

(14) 

Yet again: 

I have just had a letter frcm a man who wants my opill'lion as to 
whether Shakespeare's plays were written by Bacon. I feel like writ 
ing back: "Sir, don't be a fool." The way in which Bacon speaks 
of love would be enough to prove that he was not Shakespeare. 
"I know not how, but mart ial men are g ivan to love. I think: it is 
but as they are given to wine, for perils commonly ask to be paid 
in pleasures. It< Hol'( could a man with such an idea of love write 
"Romeo and Juliet?" (15) 

Method of composition. 
When asked how he com!"osed, more than once he said that his poems 

sprang from a "nucleus;" some word, may be, or brief melodious phrase which 

floated through the brain, as it were, unbidden. And perhaps at once 

whilst walking they were presently wrought into a little song. But if he 

did not write it down on the spot, the lyric fled frail him irrecoverably. 
(IS) 

In some of the shorter lyrics one can detect or at least imagine this to be 

true. Mrs. Butler reiterates these ideas in her diary; Tenmyson 

told me 
that his lines ·came toll him; and he did not make them up, but 
that, when they came, he wrote them. down, and looked into them 
to see what they were like. (17) 

Examples cited. 
The dicta in the seotion on knowledge or truth in. poetry and the 

oorrelated t~ics are confirmed by Tennyson's ju~ents on various poets, 

a few of which can be quoted her!;. He would point out passages iD Milton, 

as especially admirable. One of these is fran Book V of "Paradise Lost." 



Of the ooming of Satan with his host: 

Innumerable as the stars of night, 
Of the stars of morning, dewdrops, whioh the sun 
Impearls on every leat and every flower ••••• 

And Satan mounting his royal seat, my father said: (writes 
Hallam. Tenm.1)"son) "What an hlaginatiol'l the old man had: Milton 
beats everyone in the material sublime." (IS) 

He read from Shakespeare and Miltcm 

aloud by preferenoe; always 
ooming to hradise Lost with manifest pleasure and reverent 
devotion: like Keats, devoted to 

Miltonian storms, and more, MiltoniaB tendernes8: 
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nor did his voioe and manner ever serve him better. I may name 
the passage descriQing the Gate of Heaven specially singled out 
for de1ioate beauty: the great vision of Eden which he read 
aloud, dwelling always on the peculiar graoe of lines 246-63. (19) 

Tennyson disagreed with Emerson, or rather, he did not believe in 

Emerson's liness 

Only to ohildren children siag, 
Only to youth the Spring is Spring. 

For age does feel the joys of spring, though a~e oam: only crawl 
over the bridge while youth skips the brook. {20) 

Of Shakespeare, we find several s~ar critioisms, for example: 

King Lear cannot possibly be acted, it is too titanic. This play 
shows a state of society where men's passions are savage and 
uncurbed. No play like this anywhere, not even the Agamemnon, is 
so terrifically human. (21) 

Aotors do not comprehend that Shakespeare's villains, Iago 
among them .. have always a touch of oonsc ience. You see the 
consc ience working, therein lies one of Shakespeare ts pre
eminences. lago ought to be acted as the "honest Iago, It Dot 
the stage villain. (22) it is said that Shakespeare was such 
a poor actor that he never got beyond his ghost in his plays, 
but then the ghost is the most real ghost that ever was. (23) 

To Edward Fitzgerald, Tennyson once said: 

Sometimes I think that 
Shakespeare's Sonnets are finer than his plays, which is, of course .. 
absurd. For it is the knowledge oe the plays that makes the 
Sonnets 80 fine. (24) 



c. Tezm:erson's practice in regard to the matter of poetry. 

It remains now for us to show how Tennyson carried out the ideals 

which he set down and to show, if possible, Tennys en t8 criteriOl!ll of 

knowledge or truth a8 carried out in his own poetic work. 

In conunenting on Tennyscmts work, A. E. Powell says that 

TemtysOlt. 
loved the real arm bodies of things and expressed them m 
the ir individual beauty. (25) 

Coleridge maintained that one 
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promise of genius is the choice of subjects 
very remote fran the private interests and c ircumsta.nces of the 
writer himself. At least I have found that where the subject is 
taken immediattlly fran the authorts personal sensations and 
experienoes, the excellence of a particular poam is but an equivocal 
mark, and ofte» a fallacious pledge of genuine poetio power. (26) 

If we follow Coleridge here, we must admit that great imaginative power is 

indicated in TenDY'son's works. HoweTer, we have seen that Tennyson did 

not entirely agree with this opinion. He felt that the 01as8ioal subjects, 

which were not very well known and which could be treated with a free re:in 

of the author's imagination, were very good subjects for poetic treataent; 

but he felt also that those things which came within the range of immediate 

experieme and which were well!. known to the writer, were probably best 

fitted for treataent. This opinion he carried out in his dialect poems 

and his poems about Victorian England. tim Memoriam" certainly is an 

outstanding exampl." and also his patriotic poems and others. Yet we feel 

that many of his best 'works are those treating of classical subjects. 

We note also in TenmysOR a self-restraint, an artistic finish, a fine 

mature taste, a deep reverence for the past, a pervading sympathy with the 

broad currents of the best thought and feeling of the time. Somethles this 

is a weakness, but it is also a source of his greatest strength. He has 

not, like Wordsworth, given men a new insight, what we aight almost call 



a new religion: but he has a wider range than Wordsworth and a surer 

poetic touch. 

The following statement by Arthur Sidgwiok might well round out this 

portion of the thesis: 

TemmysOJ1 fa greatest achievement has beeII to show us 
that in the study of acienoe we have one of the bases of the fulleat 
poetry, a poetry Which appeals at the same time to the deepest 
emotions and the highest and broadest intellec'6s of mankind. 
Tennyson, in short, has shown that science and poetry, so far from 
being antagonistic, must forever advanoe side by side. (27) 
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CHAPTER XlV. 

Goodness. or the end of poetry. 

a. Introductory observations. 

The Fre!ICh oritic. Ronsard. in his essay on poetry. tells the artist 

sinoe the Muses are not willing to reside in a soul unless it 
be kindly. saintly. "I'irtuous. you should aot always with 
kindness. never with meanness. sullenness. or ohagrin; moved 
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by a fine spirit. let nothing enter your soul whioh is not 
superhuman. divine. You are to bear in highest regard ooncept wns 
which are elevated. grand. beautiful -- not those that lie round 
the earth. (1) 

When Conde B. Pallen wrote his essay of critioism on the "Idylls of 

the KitIg"' a oopy was sent to Tennyscm who said that it was the truest 

critioism of the poem which he had yet seen. The introduotion to this essay 

can be summarised in a few words. In speaking of the Victorian period. 

Pallen feels that not amly had the ideal of poetry and poetic outlook been 

abandoned. but in the errant madnes s of the hour an idol had been ereCted 

in its stead. and so arose the fetish worship of the ugly im. the school of 

llaturalism. This was not the adoratiao of the golden calf. but of a beast 

of olay. It was worse than mere artifice. it was a parody of art. The 

abode of its choice was with the swine. and it no longer sighed for the 

glory of the Father'. house. The orime of sense had beocme the orime of 

malice. To depict man. not with the splendor or the glory of truth upon 

his brow. but man. the beast. amid the husks and swine. had become the 

avowed intent and end. The ugly. the gloau of falsehood. not the beautiful. 

the splendor of truth. was its sodden idol. It was without an ideal. Here 

sense was no longer at war with soulJ but a beast was victorious. 

However. Pallen oontrasted Tennyson and his poetry with the prevailing 

spirit of the t:imes in whioh he lived. He·offers his praises to Tennyson. 



to whom. 

in an age whose literature has became replete with the gross 
spirit of realism. we are indebted for a noble poem whose 
theme is the exaltation of the beauty of purit~. and this 
where the age is most blind to it. in man. (2) 
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b. Tennyson's theory in regard to morality in poetry. 

Art for art's sake. 
Depart1Dg frcm the opiJrJ:ions of others and our own opinion, let us aee 

what Tennyson himself thought of this subject of morality or goodness tn 

poetry. Wh9l'l adverse critics discovered that throughout all the "Id7l1l: 

• 

of the King'" there was a great moral significance, he was attacked with the 

cry: "Art for art's sakeJ- After reading one of these attacks he reeled 

otf this epigram: 

ART FOR .ART'S SAXE 
(instead ot Art tor Art and Kan's Sake) 

Art for Art' at sakel Bail, truest Lord ot Helll 
Hail Genius, Master of the Moral WillZ 

"The tilthiest of all paintings painted well 
Is mightier than the purest painted ill!'" 

Yes, mightier than the purest painted well, 
So prone are we toward the broad way to Hell. (3) 

These lines, writes his son, 

Bac 

in a measure expressed his strong and s arrowful 
conviction, that the English were beginning to forget what was, 
in Voltaire's words, the glory of the English literature: -No 
nation has treated in poetry moral ideas with more energy and 
depth than the English nation.'" (4) 

opinions on morality in art, let us 

digress for a moment in order to show how deeply religious he was and in 

what his religion consisted. This will be an aid toward understanding the 

ooncept of morality and goodness which will be recorded later. 

When Tennyson was sixty years old he said: 

Yes, it is true that 
there are moments when the flesh is nothing to me, when I teel 
and know the flesh to be the Tision, God and the spiritual to 
be the only real and true. Depend UpOB it, the spiritual IS 
the real: it belongs to one more than the hand and foot. You 
may tell me that my hand and my toot are only imaginary syabols 
of my existence, I could believe ~J but you never, neTer can 
oonvince me that the I is not an ete.rnal reality, and that the 
spiritual is not the true and real part ot me. ~5) 
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This will help us to understand the tmportance which the presenee 

of morality and a high moral tone in poetry held in his concept of t,ue 

art. If poetry was for man, and man's spirituality ot tar more importance 

than his materiality, then the poetry must be written, not tor sensual 

e~1oy.ment only, but rather tor intellectual pleasure, and still more tor 

the sFirltual happiness ot the -ego· or, as we say, the soul. 

Art divorced tram morality. 
With this fii mind, we c an understand why he had no 8~ath7 tor the 

theory which would divorce art tram mor~ls. Few 11terarymen have manifeste 

a more unifor.mly high sense of duty in connection with their work. This was 

a sense ot duty not only to the present and future generations, but a very 

decided revereme for those who had passed away. 

Tennyson felt that 

the higher moral imaginatio~ enslaved to sense is 
like an eagle oaught by the teet in a snare, baited with carrion, 
so that it cannot use its wings to soar. (6) 

Knowledge or morality? 
Iililiiportance which should we place tirst, knowledge or morality? This 

question is answered in WIn llemoriam.ft The quotation is a lengthy one, but 

. must be taken in its entirety in order that the true significance can be 

understood. 

Who loves not )mowledge? 'Who shall rail 
Against her beauty? Jlay she mix 
With men and prosperl Who shall tb: 

Her pillars? Let her work prevail. 

But on her forehead sits a fire, 
She sets her torward countenance 
And leaps into the future chance, 

Submitting all things to desire. 

Halt-grown as yet, a chilQ, and vain -
She CL4Dot fight the fear ot death. 
What is she, cut fra. love and faith, 

But some wild PaIlaa fram the brat; 



Of demons? fiery-hot to burst 
All barriers in her onward race 
For power. Let her mow her place) 

She is the second, not the first. 

A higher hand must maker her mild, 
If all be not in vain, and guide 
Her footsteps, moving s ide by side 

With wisdom, like the younger child; 

For she is earthly of the mind, 
But wisdom heavenly of the soul. 
o triend, who camest to thy goal 

So early, leaving me behind, 

I would the great world grew like thee, 
Who grewest not alone in power 
And knowledge, but by year and hour 

In reverenoe and in oharitl. (7) 
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From this quotation we see that Tennyson placed wisdOlll above knowledge 

and that his idea of wisdom includes reverence and charity. In other words, 

wisdom might be said to be the true moral sense, including, as it must, 

a knowledge of man's proper relations to his fellowllen and to his God. 

Ethical creed. 
It Is on the great theory ot progress that TeJ:l:AYson's ethioal creed 

rested. Here he follows, or is at least influenoed by Darwin's theory of 

evolution. He held that the surest law of man's nature must be, as Plato 

has expressed it, -I ~ be as good and noble as I can. It iecessity was 

laid upon mankind, and mankind must. in Te~san '8 words, 

:Move upward, working out the beast, 
And let the ape and tiger die. (8) 

Tennys an was peouliarly and oompletel,- English in his cast of thought. 

He i.s distinguished, 1D a high degree, by what oan be regarded as the 

dominant English oharacteristic -- reverence for duty as the suprane law 

of life: the subordination of all ideals to the moral ideal. In one ot 

his earliest pOElllS, ·Oen~e- -- he tells U8 

Self-reverence, self-knowledge, self-control, 
These three alone lead life to sovereign power. 



Here a180 he indioates a rule of life: 

to live by law, 
ActiDg the law we live by without fear, 
And because right is right, to follow right. (9) 
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With Tennyson also, rightly or wrongly, the passion of sexual love, refined 

and idealized, is the chief instrument of ethioa1 life: its office is 

not only to keep down the base in man. 
But teach high thoughts and amiable wordS, 
And love of truth, and all that makes a man. (10) 

We have already quoted a 0 amnent on Catullus I saying "that a poet IS 

lines maybe 1lJlpure provided his life is pure, It and Tt;nnyson '8 reply: 

I don't agree with hfm: hi. verses fly muoh further than he does. 
There is hardly any crme greater thaJai for a man ofgenius to 
propogate vice by his written words. (11) 

In "The Poet fS Kind, tit Tennyson's thought is of poetry's purity; 1lm 

the "Poet's Song" poetry's charm depends UpOD faith in the ~rta1 future. 

Here the poet 
sings of What the world will be 

When the years have died away. (12 ) 

The Sophist, in "The Poet's Kind.'" who would sneer at, or doubt, all things 

which are good and noble must stay away fran the poet, fram the poet's 

mind, for 
In the heart ot the garden the merry bird ohants. 
It would fall to the ground if you came bl. 

In the middle leaps a fountaiD 
Like sheet lightning, 
Ever brightening 

With a low melodious thunder; 
All day and all night it is ever drawn 

From. the braim: ot the purple mountain 
Which stands in the distanoe yonder; 

It springs OD a level ot bowery lawn. 
And the mountain draws it fram. HeaveJlli above, 
And it s 1ngs a song of undying love, 
And yet, tho' its voice be SO elear and full, 
You never would hear it, your ears are so dull, 
So keep where you are: you are toul with sini 
It would shrink to earth if you oame in. (13) 



This is t~e oontession of the poet's faith in the ideal, it is the ory 

of the prophet to the younger singers of a faithless and irresolute 

generation. We find in Tennyson's poetry, a great unicm of thought, partiou 

larly on moral themes, and imaginative beauty. In this he is like the 

majority of ~portant poets of the English peoples. 

The Pal ac e of Art. 
Tennyson's theory of the nature and funotion of art is popular, rather 

than artistio or profound. In liThe Palace of Art," for example, he has 

laid foundations on whioh both ethical and aesthetio struotures may be built 

up in a modern fashion. Though addressed in the first instance to an artist, 

the poem was afterwards dedioated to an unprofessional friend~ at least the 

word "artistll was removed. 

The ethical lesson of "The Palae-e of Art" is one that should be learned 

by every eduoated man or WanaD who forgets that 

There's nothing we oan oall our own but love. (18) 

It ought to be learned by the poet h~self if he remains "orbed in hie 

de S 0 lat ion. "' 

What the poem espeoially oondemns is the tendenoy to turn to a merel,. 

selfish aesthetio account the most solid virtues knaw.n to men; to live 

above and away fran the -darkening droves of swine,· those humbler brethren 

of the plain; to shut oneself up in a palaoe of art where we may feast in 

our isolated ease on artistic dishes made yet more delectable by sweet 

spices extraoted from· despised and mutila.ted memorials of human achievement 

and goodness. 

To set forth this thesis, Tennyson pictured the palaoe of art, and its 

magnifioent assemblage of the world of arohiteoture and painting, amid which 

the soul might sit, 



Singing and murmuring in her feastful mirth, 
Joyful to feel herself alive, 

Lord over Nature, lord of the visible earth, 
Lord of the senses fiveJ (19) 
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rejoioing too, ta her isolatio~ fram the low, swineherd of humanity and in 

her immunity fram the struggles whioh oane, through effort, to solve the 

"riddle of the painful earth." 

I take possession of man's mind and deed. 
I care not what the sects may brawl. 

I sit as God holding no fonn of oreed, 
But oontemplating all. (20) 

This is the oentral thought of the p08&; for this is the heart of the 

heresy whioh the poet is depicting -- the self-suffioiency of art, or, as 

it used to be oalled, the theory of nart for art's sake. n 

After exaltatiom oomes the fall, the punishment, full of human interest 

wrought with an emotion whioh lifts it above the level of mere symboliSll!. 

Despair, oonfusion of mind, fear and hatred of solitude, self-so om, 

terrible silenoe, hatred of lif~, and death, entanbmeDt in fire within, 

falls upon the soul until she ories: 

What is it that will take away my sin 
ADd save me lest I die? (21) 

Out of the repentant cry 0 omes esoape from the dread oomradeship of her own 

self. Itl will return to humility and to ilOTe, to lowly life with men and 

women, I will 

Iake me a oottage, tn the vale," she oried, 
"'Whe re I may mourn and pr ay. It (22) 

"Love is of the valley, It and when love is Ie arne d then will the soul returJl 

to her palace. When "I love, and return with others there, bringing all 

I love with me to enjoy with me -- the beauty whioh turned to oorruption 

when I was alone will live again in glory.n 

As Tennyson later reoorded, this poem-was the result of nthe simple 



memory of a word spoken in college days by my friend Richard Tremcy: 

'Tennyson, we cannot live im art.'" (23) 
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o. Morality tn Tennyson's poetry. 

When Professor Butoher. a olose friend of Tennwson. wrote of Virgil. 

Sophocles and Tennyson as representatives of Lattn, Greek. and English 

poetry respectively, he believed that eaoh of the three had in him the 

imaost heart of poetry. 'beating with a full humanity and instinet with 

human tenderness, eaoh remained true to his calling as an artist and pursued 

throughout life the vision of beauty; and eaoh achieved, in his own way, 

a noble and harmonious beauty of thought and form. of soul and sense. 

Toward the end of Telll!lJYson's lite the moral and religious oontent 

of the poems beoanes fuller with his deepening sense of the grandeur and 

the pathos of man's existence. If we el~inate this element fram art, 

how much great poetry is removed fran the realm of art: Now and then, 

it must be oonfessed, the ethioal aim in TermysCl'l: seems to be unduly 

prominent, but very rarely does the artist los~ himself in the teaoher or 

the preacher. Tennyson has a message to deliver, but it is not a mora] 

lesson, it is a true appeal to the imagination. Put it in prose and it is 

no longer his. 
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PARr III. 

CONCLUSION. 

A. SUMMARY OF TENNYSON'S LITERARY CRITICISM. 

Tennyson's criticism covers the entire field of literature. but most 

especially that of poetry. It covers every form of poetry. in some oases 

rather sketohily, with emphasis ~ the work of particular authors. For 

example, in his oritioism of the drama he confines himself almost entirely 

to Shakespearean drama. In it Tennyson does not base his oriticism on the 

dramatic but on the poetic element of the drama. 

The portion of this thesis which records the oriticism of particular 

poets includes. without special comment. dicta conoerning literature other 

than poetry. This was for the sake of canpleteness. 

The criticism recorded might have been thought entirely textual 
• 

. meirioal and linguistic -- criticiam. This is an error. Tennyson. had 

he overlooked this phase of poetry, would not be considreed a real critic 

of literature. However, the greater portion of his oritioism. and the 

more important part, is on the thought element of poetry and on the subject 

of morality in poetry. When the latter was oonsidered. we spoke of it in 

the general sense of the end of poetry. 

In resume we vindioate Tannyson's ability as a oritic by quoting 

Aubrey de Vere who oonsidered h:im. a very oompetent critio of poetry. 

Be Vere noted that 

in our many c onversat ions. we spoke chiefly of poetry. 
a sUb.iect om: which TenDyson could say 'nothing that was not original. 
It was easy to see that to discern the beautiful around us. and to 
reveal that beauty to others. was his special poetio vocation. (1) 

We feel, however. that Tennyson expressed no new critical theory. How many 

critics have expressed new thoughts, new ()onoeptions, a new theory? They 
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have merely reiterated the older tor.mulas in new tor.ms against the backgrou 

ot the ir t 1mes • 

In this thesis we recorded a eolleotion ot opinions drawn trom the 

whole gamut of olassieal, of English, Ger.man, Frenc~ and Italian poetry, 

from the Medieval, Renaissance, Neo-Classic, and Romantic sohools of thought 

These opinions were gathered together and fused into the Tennysonian-

Victorian critic ism. In this sense Tennys en fS critio ism was original and 

will be found of value for the understanding and appreciation of literature. 

No one will say that Tennyson stood alone as a oritic of the Victorian 

era, or that his opinions oan stand undisputed. A dedioation suoh as that 

of Mr. Fleay in his Shakespeare Manual, 

To Alfred Tennyson, who, had he 
not eleoted to be the greatest poet of his time, might easily 
have become the greatest oritic, (2') 

certainly points to the fact that Tennyson, the oritio, was highly esteemed 

in his own time and that, today, his oritio ism should indioate to us the 

Viotorian trend in literary oritioism and literary opinions. 

In stnnmarizing Tennyson'. oriticism, we would say that poetry is not 

only the most beautiful, but also the most legitimate and most fac ile 

instrument of education. It is the most pleasant and effioient means of 

"building up intellectual oharacter. At least this was Tennyscnfs opinion. 

His verse "Poets whose thoughts enrioh the blood of the world," emphasizes 

this statement. 

After a study of T~nnysants critioism we must oonolude that the first 

and highest aim of art, as clearly perceived by Tennyson, was moral. He 

had an eye and a soul for beauty, but he was not an artis' -that did love 

beauty only" in the restrioted sense of the tenB. To h~ beauty was 

"a kind of goodness." (3) 
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Tennyson could not believe that a man was disqualified for poetry 

either by thinking more deeply than others or by having a keener perception 

of moral beauty. There can be no doubt that this view represents, with 

a reasonable accuracy, the opinion of Tennyson. We repeat, that, in his 

own time, as his son tells us, he expressed the fear 

that the English 
were beginning to forget what was, in Voltaire's words, the 
glory of English literature; "No nation has treated in poetry 
moral ideas with more energy and depth than the English nation.-

(4) 
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B. SUl8ESTIONS AS TO FURTHER INQUIRY. 

In perusing this thesis, the reader may feel that several fields or 

divisions of the subject were not touched or, at least, plumbed to their 

depths. He may feel that Tennyson's philosophy of criticimn was not formall 

considered, nor was his philosophical background treated adequately. The 

antecedents of Tennyson's critical theory were considered only cursorily, 

while the comparison of Tennyson with contemporary critics or with the 

critics who :t!receded or followed him. was not touched. Therefore Tennyson's 

place in' the field of literary criticism was not established. 

All the~e fields remain open for further investigation. There remains 

also the evaluat ion of the mer it of Tennyson's critic ism and, perhaps, 

a clearer statement of Te~son's eritical theory. 

The critical dicta herein contained could be compared with the dicta 

of other critics. For example, one might canpare TeriDysonts evaluation 

of Milton and Milton's poetry or of Shakespeare and his sonnets and dr~s 

with the evaluatiom: of other critics, antecedent to, coutt;1mporaneous with, 

or subsequent to the Victorian period in which Tennyson wrote. 

What effect the Victorian period had on TeDllfsoa and what influence, 

he exercised over the writers of that period and the period immediately 

following could also be considwed. 

One caution, however, must be given to the prospective investigator. 

He must be carefu1 not to over-rate Tennyson a8 a critic or the critici~ 

herein recorded. True, it is that Tennyson's contemporaries, especially 

his fr iends, lauded h:im to the skies, but the r eco rded remains of his dio:ta 

are not sufficient to warrant more detailed investigations. Tenayson's 

criticism is, no doubt, of value but it can hardly be organized in such a 
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way as to give a well-organized theory. without a certain wmount of 

inconsistancy. Same further investigation and amplification of the matter 

oontained in this thesis should be undertaken but no attempt should be 

made to place Tennyson on a par with the really great critici of literature 

especially when they enunciate their theories of literary oriticism. 
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